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A Not-So-Final Note from the Editor
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
So, what have you been up to, now that nearly half the year has zoomed past us? Yes, five months down the
pike, slip sliding along, minutes and hours ticking away … and here we are … wherever that is. More writing
than last year? Less writing? Why? Why not?
Are you on track or have you been derailed along the way? If your wheels are spinning in the air, then how
do you go about getting back in gear? {Don’t you love it when I mix all these phrases and images together
… Magical mishmash! Go with the flow! Feel the hum and the drum! Don’t ask me. I don’t know. I just type
this stuff as it comes to me; I never look for an explanation. That way madness lies.)
Have you sent more stories and poems out? Working on a new piece of art? How’s that novel going? Oh, wait
… are you a person who needs a roadmap (synopsis or outline) when you write a novel or are you a
pantsaroo person, who just plunges into the plot and lets the stream of words take you where it will? Kind of
like my editorials sometimes, right? I see the appeal of just sitting down and writing and seeing where the
book leads you … on the other hand, what if you get distracted along the way and end up creating some
elaborate sub-sub-plot, resulting in 127 pages that you cannot really use in the end? Well, you can save them
for a rainy day and another novel, of course! Or for a novella; they’re coming back in fashion, I understand,
much like monocles and gas masks.
Back in the days of old (last century!) when I was writing novels, I used to follow my synopses faithfully …
hardly any deviation; I fleshed out what was there, of course, but change things around? Nope. And truly I
had such long outlines … they were excruciatingly detailed … painstakingly researched descriptions, with
some dialogue tossed into my word salad to give editors a taste of how amusing or terrifying my characters
were, all sorts of pots and pans and potagers (one of these things is not like the other two, but you know me
and my love of alliteration!) flung into the wordy stew. And when I say long, I do mean LONG—some of the
outlines were 25 pages long. SINGLE-SPACED PAGES. I know … what was I thinking? I’m not sure, although
at the time it seemed the right thing to do. But that’s actually how all my novels were sold … on the basis of
my lengthy uber-detailed synopses and three chapters. (Here’s another aside: A writer I knew back in the
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olden times told me when I was starting out that synopses HAD to be one page, and one page only, and that I
would never ever sell anything based on my lengthy synopses. Well, I did; and I did not say, “told you so,”
even though I might have thought it rather loudly. It just further enforced, to me, the idea that there are few
ironclad rules in writing; nothing is written in stone. Unless you’re Moses, of course.)
This all worked pretty well until I sold In Silence Sealed, which some of you may know is a historical wackawacka (translation: erotic) horror novel about “the boys,” as I call them—Byron, Keats, and Shelley, along
with Mary Shelley and a cast of dozen real-life folks and make-up folks. It’s the “true” story of what
happened to these three great poets. The synopsis fell into place quickly … it was the most perfect synopsis
I’d ever completed; I didn’t have to revise it numerous times, as I did with so many others, and even my thenagent didn’t have anything to say about it, except that he loved it. The book sold to Tor, and then I started
work on the manuscript. And to my shock I found that the pieces of the synopsis had fit so well together
because it was all wrong, horribly wrong, scarily wrong. My timeline was off—significantly so—and there
were great chunks of plot that I couldn’t use because they just wouldn’t work … but in the end, I was able to
use a fair amount of the synopsis as a basic guide, and did more research to bolster the hole-filled plot. It
was a learning lesson, of some kind. (Oh, did I mention that In Silence Sealed is now an ebook from
Crossroad Press? Oh, gosh, I don’t think I did.)
I think if I write a novel again (and I have several ideas floating around in the old noodle), I might try to just
ponder great and meaningful thoughts about it for a while, then sit down and write and write and write, and
hope I end up where I want to be at the end. But the first book I do have in mind needs a ton of research
before I can even start to flesh out the plot in my head … so maybe I ought to write a simple outline, just for
my own benefit. Or maybe I should try to write a novel that doesn’t need massive research. As if! The second
novel might need even more research … all the way back to World War II. And the Soviet Union. The other
book is historical, too. You may notice a trend here.
So, let me know … are you a proponent of synopses, or do you go it alone? I’d really like to know. You know,
I don’t ask these questions just to be saying something and seeing how long I can make this editorial. I truly
like to hear from HWA members about how they do things.
Okay, while we’re studying the landmarks on our writing maps, think about sending me some art and photos
for the “Sinister Slideshow” just above the editorial. I do a theme each time, but don’t always know what that
will be, so check the HWA Facebook page where I tend to announce the theme. Or you can E-mail me and
ask! Imagine that!
Also, I’d LOVE (really!) to see what you as a writer (or artist or editor or whatever) do for marketing and
promotion of your work. I want to run these useful bits in upcoming issues; if I get enough, I could have
something in every issue. Now, wouldn’t that be swell? The marketing tips and techniques (Blog crawls?
Thrilling tweets? Press releases? Radio interviews? Chile cook-offs? Helpful podcasts? Slideshow
presentations? Book signings? Spooky séances?) should be no longer than a page or two. I am especially
interested in what you have to say for writers who are shy or hesitant to get out there and press the flesh, so
to speak. Thanks.
Before you send me any of your scintillating stuff, query me first at gilaqueen@att.net, or you can send me a
private message on Facebook. Do NOT (NOT NOT NOT) query me in a post on my Facebook page or HWA’s
page; I will delete it. Yup.
And don’t forget to send good photos (this means IN FOCUS) of your book signings and readings and
seminars and poetry slams and workshops and convention attendances and zoo visits and other writerly
events.
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The deadline for each issue is ALWAYS the 15th of each month, so send your news/photos/whatever early to
the proper person (Your local chapter! The calendar! Your fiendish item! Recent releases! There are so many
options!)—that is, BEFORE the 15th and not on that date or shortly after because that’s when the columnists
send me their stuff; they need YOUR stuff before the deadline! REMEMBER: This is all FREE promotion for
you and your work! Month after month of free promotion with no strings attached! FREE! FREE! FREE!
Take advantage of that!
Don’t forget that you can purchase a display ad or two or three … The prices are very reasonable. Ad sizes
are listed in the advertising link on the front page of the newsletter. Let other HWA members see what
you’re doing!
As always, I would like to thank my intrepid proofreaders: Naching Kassa, Amanda Niehaus-Hard, Lori
Gaudet, Dean Wild, Greg Faherty, Marty Young, Chad McClendon, Brick Marlin, Walter Jarvis, Joseph
VanBuren, Anthony Ambrogio, Sheri White, Joel Jacobs, and Allie Yohn. And many, many thankful thanks to
the HWA Newsletter Web editor and designer (and columnist!) Donna K. Fitch for all her extremely hard
work getting the newsletter put up at the site!
The deadline for the JULY (by the sea, by the sea, by the beautiful seaaaaaaaaa!) issue is Saturday, June
15. Don’t forget your sand shovel and bucket; swim fins optional.
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From the Trenches
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Inevitable
Change
Linda D. Addison, HWA Board of Trustees
Exactly ten years ago (June 2009) I wrote my first “From the Trenches” article about being the Change We
Want to See in the World. I have change on my mind again as Lisa Morton, who became the HWA president
in 2014 and has served for three terms because no other candidates ran against her in previous years, is
leaving office. Because Lisa didn’t want to leave the organization without a President, she took on the mantle
a third time last year.
It conversations together, Lisa and HWA Vice-President John Palisano came to the agreement that John
would take over as HWA’s President on May 11 (during StokerCon™ 2019). The shift means an additional
change, as someone will need to take the vice-presidential position until voting begins again.
Change is inevitable and can be difficult.
HWA is lucky because this change won’t be difficult. John is no outsider stepping into leadership at HWA;
he’s already been deeply involved in the organization. He’s had time to work with Lisa, as well as the Trustee
Board and others within the organization. I could fill pages about how much Lisa (and John) have done for
HWA, but I’m really thinking more about how change affects our lives.
I have lived long enough to experience the concept “Everything Changes” and have had my life transformed
in many ways, some small, some heart-breakingly large. Beyond coming to terms with Change, I’ve learned
to expect it, to know it is the one abiding rule of the Universe.
In my first article about change ten years ago, I ended by saying, if you see something you want to alter in
the organization (and your life), you have to engage and Become the Change You Want to See.
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I see Lisa and John as prime examples of people who became part of that process for the good of HWA. Lisa
stayed President through challenging periods because it needed to be done. Someone had to do it. She
worked with the Board and membership to make decisions to nurture inclusivity, and add more entry levels
for authors and academics. John courageously stepped into this leadership role, after having seen what it
takes. Whatever challenges and changes need to be handled, he will handle them, his way, with the
assistance of the team (Board and membership).
Lisa will be available to share her experience. John’s heart, intelligence, and knowledge of HWA will
continue to carry us forward. Nothing stays the same; ultimately things change and it doesn’t have to be
hard.
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New Vice-President
By HWAWeb | June 2019
John Palisano, HWA President
The HWA is proud to announce Meghan Arcuri as our interim Vice President, effective immediately.
Meghan has worked tirelessly for the organization for the past several years. Two notable examples include
helping us with our social media outreach and with sponsorships for our StokerCon™ events.
She is generous, proactive, professional and easy to work with.
Meghan is a highly regarded writer, with her work appearing in many anthologies, including Chiral Mad 3,
18 Wheels of Horror, the forthcoming Borderlands 7, and many more to come.
Upon accepting the position, Meghan had this to say: “When John asked me to be the interim Vice-President,
I was honored. The HWA is an amazing organization that fosters a strong sense of community. And the
people who make up that community are kind, passionate, and supportive (not to mention hilarious). Many
thanks to John and the other officers and members of the board. I look forward to learning from them and
serving this dynamic community with them.”
We are delighted Meghan will be joining us in this capacity, and we look forward to everything she will bring
to the organization.
Let’s give her a big warm welcome!
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HWA’s Scholarships Now Open
By HWAWeb | June 2019
HWA’s scholarships are now open for applications!
Please visit the dedicated Web site at http://www.horrorscholarships.com/.
Applications will be accepted until August 31, 2019.
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Recommendations Portal
By HWAWeb | June 2019
The Bram Stoker Awards® Committee
The Awards Committee is pleased to announce the 2019 Bram Stoker Awards® Recommendations portal is
up and running.
Many thanks to the Webmaster for getting a brand-new system in place.
Please keep in mind that any member at any level of membership within the organization can make a
Recommendation.
Recommend works you’ve read that you feel are superior and worthy.
Remember to fill out, to the best of your knowledge, all the information on the form.
You will also be asked if you’d like to make another Recommendation. Click it to redirect you to the form
again.
If you want to print a copy of your Recommendation, click the prompt when it asks you.
If you do not print a copy, please write your Recommendations down and keep a list so you don’t “Rec” the
work again later in the year. This makes extra busywork for the Head Compiler who volunteers her time to
do data entry and clarify each and every work that comes in.
The link/page for the HWA Recommended Reading List will not be up right away. We suggest checking the
menu choice on the Web site in the next couple of weeks.
Please write compiler@horror.org or stokerchair@horror.org if you have any questions.
Thank you for your patience while the Recommendations portal was under construction and while we
continue to get the Recommendations Reading List up.
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StokerCon™ 2019 Report
By HWAWeb | June 2019
Lisa Morton
The fourth annual StokerCon has now come and gone, and most attendees seemed to think it was the best
yet.
If this year’s event had a theme, it would be “family”: it was what Jonathan Maberry talked about in his
moving and funny opening to the Bram Stoker Awards® presentation, it was at the heart of Kennikki Jones’s
Final Frame Film Competition winner KNOCK KNOCK, and I talked about it when I led the Opening
Ceremonies. Perhaps it has to do with how divided so many other parts of modern life are, but for the four
days of the 2019 StokerCon, horror felt like one big, happy family, united in the love of a genre.

I got to tour a little of our host city, Grand Rapids, on Thursday, and was pleased to see how many local
businesses had signs welcoming our convention. Grand Rapids is sometimes called “Beer City,” and I did
manage to visit three of the local brewpubs while I was there. StokerCon started on Thursday afternoon,
with programming kicking in before the official Opening Ceremonies. I was able to attend exactly one panel
I wasn’t on—a Social Media discussion—and I learned so much out of it that I’ll soon be overhauling my Web
site (thanks to Meghan Arcuri, Beverly Bambury, Lucy Snyder, and J.D. Barker for the tips!).
For the Opening Ceremonies, I had the pleasure of introducing our outstanding line-up of Guests of Honor:
Kathe Koja, Josh Malerman, Robert McCammon, Kaaron Warren, and Stephanie M. Wytovich (unfortunately
one Guest, Josh Boone, had to cancel two weeks before the convention, as did our Lifetime Achievement
Award winner Graham Masterton), and our awards emcee Jonathan Maberry. The Opening Ceremonies also
featured a catered reception, and then HWA’s officers and trustees adjourned for a private business meeting.
Thursday evening closed out with Josh Malerman’s extraordinary “reading,” which was really more like
performance art incorporating live music, actors, props, and amazing masks (made by Josh’s gifted fiancée
Allison Laakko, who was also part of the cast). The performance included material from three of Josh’s
novels: Bird Box, Unbury Carol, and his latest, Inspection.
Friday began with a bang as I joined with Antonio d’Intino, Literary Manager at the film management and
production company Circle of Confusion (THE WALKING DEAD) to announce a forthcoming short story
competition. This contest, which will be open only to current HWA members, will offer five winners the
opportunity to discuss representation by Circle of Confusion (stay tuned for the announcement regarding the
dates and details of the contest).
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Friday was also Librarians’ Day, programmed by HWA’s Secretary Becky Spratford, and the start of the twoday Ann Radcliffe Academic Conference, chaired by Michele Brittany and Nicholas Diak. Friday also saw the
return of the Mass Signing, which was accompanied by free ice cream (yes, FREE ICE CREAM).
The major event for Friday evening was the Final Frame Film Competition, directed by Jonathan Lees. The
films, which played to a packed house, proved to be extraordinary in the breadth of both style and
geographical location, and the six judges—Antonio d’Intino, Lynne Hansen, Jonathan Maberry, Josh
Malerman, John Skipp, and yours truly—had a hard time choosing a winner, but finally decided that Kennikki
Jones’s KNOCK KNOCK had knocked all of our socks the furthest off. We were doubly thrilled to discover
that Kennikki lived nearby and would be able to join us the following day; presenting this talented young
filmmaker with her award during the Bram Stoker Awards presentation on Saturday night was a convention
highlight for me. The Final Frame component also came with a Mac ‘N’ Cheese bar that had me going back
for seconds (I’ve got a new fondness for mac ‘n’ cheese and scallions).
Friday closed with Kathe Koja’s thought-provoking and disturbing “The Art of Darkness,” an interactive
performance that had attendees peering into mirrors and reading sections of randomly-distributed books
aloud.
Saturday’s programming climaxed with the Bram Stoker Awards presentation, wonderfully emceed by
Jonathan Maberry (who was carefully supervised by our last emcee Jeff Strand). At the conclusion of the
awards presentation (see elsewhere for a list of the winners), I was pleased to pass the Presidential baton to
John Palisano, who made two announcements: StokerCon 2020 (held in Scarborough, U.K.) will include
Grady Hendrix as a Guest of Honor, and StokerCon 2021 will be held at The Curtis Hotel in Denver,
Colorado.
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Sunday saw the convention close down with the HWA General Meeting, always a forum for the exchange of
some fantastic ideas, and the Closing Ceremonies.
I would like to offer a final note of thanks to our astonishing convention chair Brian Matthews, our entire
convention Committee, our fabulous Guests of Honor, our attendees, and the warm, attentive staff of the
Amway Grand Plaza Hotel.
My last thanks go to our new President John Palisano, who navigated the convention like a true champ, ably
demonstrating that he’s going to be a superb leader for the organization.
I hope to see you all in Scarborough in 2020 and Denver in 2021!
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2018 Bram Stoker Award® Winners & Nominees
By HWAWeb | June 2019
The HWA is proud to congratulate the winners and nominees of the 2018 Bram Stoker Awards for superior
achievement. The presentation of the Bram Stoker Awards® occurred during the fourth annual StokerCon™,
held at the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The gala presentation happened on
Saturday night, May 11. The awards presentation was also live-streamed online and will be available for
viewing on the HWA Youtube channel.
Named in honor of the author of the seminal horror novel Dracula, the Bram Stoker Awards are presented
annually for superior achievement in writing in eleven categories, including traditional works of various
lengths, poetry, screenplays, and non-fiction. Previous winners include Stephen King, J.K. Rowling, George
R. R. Martin, Joyce Carol Oates, and Neil Gaiman.
We proudly provide the list of talented nominees who reached the final ballot below for each category. For a
list of past winners and nominees, visit TheBramStokerAwards.com.

Superior Achievement in a Novel
Winner: Tremblay, Paul – The Cabin at the End of the World (William Morrow)
Katsu, Alma – The Hunger (G.P. Putnam’s Sons)
Maberry, Jonathan – Glimpse (St. Martin’s Press)
Malerman, Josh – Unbury Carol (Del Rey)
Stoker, Dacre and Barker, J.D. – Dracul (G.P. Putnam’s Sons)

Superior Achievement in a First Novel
Winner: Kiste, Gwendolyn – The Rust Maidens (Trepidatio Publishing)
Fine, Julia – What Should Be Wild (Harper)
Grau, T.E. – I Am the River (Lethe Press)
Stage, Zoje – Baby Teeth (St. Martin’s Press)
Tremblay, Tony – The Moore House (Twisted Publishing)

Superior Achievement in a Young Adult Novel
Winner: White, Kiersten – The Dark Descent of Elizabeth Frankenstein (Delacorte Press)
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Ireland, Justina – Dread Nation (Balzer + Bray)
Legrand, Claire – Sawkill Girls (Katherine Tegen Books)
Maberry, Jonathan – Broken Lands (Simon & Schuster)
Snyman, Monique – The Night Weaver (Gigi Publishing)

Superior Achievement in a Graphic Novel
Winner: LaValle, Victor – Victor LaValle’s Destroyer (BOOM! Studios)
Ahmed, Saladin – Abbott (BOOM! Studios)
Azzarello, Brian – Moonshine Vol. 2: Misery Train (Image Comics)
Bunn, Cullen – Bone Parish (BOOM! Studios)
Liu, Marjorie – Monstress Volume 3: Haven (Image Comics)

Superior Achievement in Long Fiction
Winner: Mason, Rena – The Devil’s Throat (Hellhole: An Anthology of Subterranean Terror)
(Adrenaline Press)
Bailey, Michael – Our Children, Our Teachers (Written Backwards)
Hill, Joe – You Are Released (Flight or Fright: 17 Turbulent Tales) (Scribner)
Malik, Usman T. – Dead Lovers on Each Blade, Hung (Nightmare Magazine Issue #74)
Smith, Angela Yuriko – Bitter Suites (CreateSpace)

Superior Achievement in Short Fiction
Winner: Landry, Jess – “Mutter” (Fantastic Tales of Terror) (Crystal Lake Publishing)
Murray, Lee – “Dead End Town”(Cthulhu Deep Down Under Volume 2) (IFWG Publishing International)
Neugebauer, Annie – “Glove Box” (The Dark City Crime & Mystery Magazine Volume 3, Issue 4-July 2018)
Taff, John F.D. – “A Winter’s Tale” (Little Black Spots) (Grey Matter Press)
Ward, Kyla Lee – “And in Her Eyes the City Drowned” (Weirdbook #39) (Wildside Press)

Superior Achievement in a Fiction Collection
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Winner: Guignard, Eric J. – That Which Grows Wild (Cemetery Dance Publications)
Files, Gemma – Spectral Evidence (Trepidatio Publishing)
Iglesias, Gabino – Coyote Songs (Broken River Books)
Snyder, Lucy A. – Garden of Eldritch Delights (Raw Dog Screaming Press)
Waggoner, Tim – Dark and Distant Voices: A Story Collection (Nightscape Press)

Superior Achievement in a Screenplay
Winner: Averill, Meredith – The Haunting of Hill House: The Bent-Neck Lady, Episode 01:05
(Amblin Television, Flanagan Film, Paramount Television)
Aster, Ari – Hereditary (PalmStar Media)
Garland, Alex – Annihilation (DNA Films, Paramount Pictures, Scott Rudin Productions, Skydance Media)
Heisserer, Eric – Bird Box (Bluegrass Films, Chris Morgan Productions, Universal Pictures)
Woods, Bryan, Beck, Scott, and Krasinski, John – A Quiet Place (Platinum Dunes, Sunday Night)

Superior Achievement in an Anthology
Winner: Datlow, Ellen – The Devil and the Deep: Horror Stories of the Sea (Night Shade Books)
Chambers, James, Grey, April, and Masterson, Robert – A New York State of Fright: Horror Stories from the
Empire State (Hippocampus Press)
Guignard, Eric J. – A World of Horror (Dark Moon Books)
Murray, Lee – Hellhole: An Anthology of Subterranean Terror (Adrenaline Press)
Ward, D. Alexander – Lost Highways: Dark Fictions from the Road (Crystal Lake Publishing)

Superior Achievement in Nonfiction
Winner: Mynhardt, Joe and Johnson, Eugene – It’s Alive: Bringing Your Nightmares to Life (Crystal
Lake Publishing)
Connolly, John – Horror Express (PS Publishing)
Gambin, Lee – The Howling: Studies in the Horror Film (Centipede Press)
Ingham, Howard David – We Don’t Go Back: A Watcher’s Guide to Folk Horror (Room 207 Press)
Wetmore Jr., Kevin J. – Uncovering Stranger Things: Essays on Eighties Nostalgia, Cynicism and Innocence
14

in the Series (McFarland)

Superior Achievement in a Poetry Collection
Winner: Tantlinger, Sara – The Devil’s Dreamland (Strangehouse Books)
Boston, Bruce – Artifacts (Independent Legions Publishing)
Cowen, David E. – Bleeding Saffron (Weasel Press)
Lynch, Donna – Witches (Raw Dog Screaming Press)
Simon, Marge and Manzetti, Alessandro – War (Crystal Lake Publishing)

Specialty Press Award
Awarded to Raw Dog Screaming Press, Jennifer Barnes and John Edward Lawson.

Mentor of the Year Award
Awarded to J.G. Faherty.

Silver Hammer Award
Awarded to Jess Landry for excellent service to the organization.

Richard Laymon President’s Award
Awarded to Brad Hodson for excellent service to the organization.
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HWA Announces Essays from Gothic to PostModernism
By HWAWeb | June 2019
The HWA announces a new release in the Fall 2019 from McFarland
Books, Horror Literature from Gothic to Post-Modernism: Critical Essays.
These essays were initially presented at Ann Radcliffe Academic
Conferences during StokerCon™ events. All scholars and academics were
invited to submit presentation abstracts related to horror studies for
consideration.

The book is edited by Michele Brittany and Nicholas Diak, with a Foreword by Lisa Morton, six-time Bram
Stoker Award®-winning author and former President of HWA, and an Afterword by Becky Spratford. From
the back cover: “This collection of new essays explores a gamut of topics ranging from historic works such as
Ann Radcliffe’s Gaston de Blondeville to contemporary novels, including Max Brooks’ World War Z, as well
as essays on weird fiction, Stephen King, Richard Laymon, Australian-Indigenous monster mythology, and
horror in picture books for young children.”
The Ann Radcliffe Academic Conferences have been a tremendous
success, with many presentations covering a wide range of horror studies.
The co-chairs, Michele Brittany and Nicholas Diak, are looking for
completed research or works-in-progress: art, cinema, comics, literature,
music, poetry, television, and video games. The next conference will be
held during StokerCon 2019 at the Royal and Grand Hotels in
Scarborough, United Kingdom.
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Michele Brittany is an independent popular culture scholar. She is the editor of the Bram Stoker Awardnominated Horror in Space: Critical Essays on a Film Subgenre, and James Bond and Popular Culture:
Essays on the Influence of the Fictional Superspy, both published by McFarland Books. Michelle is the book
review editor for the Journal of Graphic Novels and Comics, and she is the co-chair of the Ann Radcliffe
Academic Conference held in tandem with the Horror Writers Association’s annual conference, StokerCon®.
In addition, she is the editorial manager and contributing writer for Fanbase Press, and she is a regular
guest on the Voice of Olympus podcast series. She has presented at the SWPACA annual conference and at
Wondercon Anaheim as part of the Comic Arts Conference series. Michelle often moderates panels at
conventions held in Southern California where she resides.
Nicholas Diak is the editor of The New Peplum: Essays on Sword and Scandal Films and Television Programs
Since the 1990s (McFarland Books). He earned a Bachelor of Science in Computer Information Systems from
DeVry University. Later, he returned to school at the University of Washington (Tacoma) and earned a
Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences, where he did his thesis on Italian genre director,
Antonio Margheriti and his film CASTLE OF BLOOD. Currently, he resides in Orange, CA and has been
working to establish himself as a scholar in different fields of pop culture, including Italian genre films, Postindustrial music, synthwave music and outrun culture, and H.P. Lovecraft studies. He has contributed
essays, chapters, and reviews to various academic anthology and pop culture Web sites. In addition, he has
contributed to lyrics, vocals, and editing projects, such as Ceremony of Innocence, Onyx, Tour De Force, and
Porta Vittoria.
Lisa Morton is a screenwriter, author of nonfiction books, and award-winning prose writer whose work was
described by the American Library Reader’s Advisory Guide to Horror as “consistently dark, unsettling, and
frightening.” She is the author of four novels and more than 130 short stories, a six-time winner of the Bram
Stoker Award, and a world-class Halloween expert. She co-edited (with Ellen Datlow) the anthology Haunted
Nights, other recent releases include Ghosts: A Haunted History and the collection The Samhanach and
other Halloween Treats. Lisa lives in Los Angeles.
Becky Spratford is a Readers’ Advisor in Illinois specializing in serving patrons ages 13 and up. She trains
library staff all over the world on how to match books with readers through the local public library. She runs
the critically-acclaimed RA training blog RA for All, and is on the Steering Committee of the Adult Reading
Round Table. She is under contract to provide content for EBSCO’s NoveList database and writes reviews for
Booklist. Becky is also known for her work with horror readers as the author of The Reader’s Advisory Guide
to Horror, Second Edition [ALA Editions, 2012] and is a proud member of the HWA. You can follow Becky on
Twitter @RAforAll.
The Ann Radcliffe Academic Conference is part of HWA’s Outreach Program. Membership to the HWA is not
required to submit or present.
80
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The Seers Table!
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Kate Maruyama,
Member of the Diverse Works Inclusion Community
Linda Addison recommends:
Michelle
R. Lane
writes
dark
speculati
ve fiction
about
women of
color
who
battle
their
inner demons while falling in love with monsters. Her work
includes elements of fantasy, horror, romance, and
occasionally erotica. In January 2015, Michelle graduated
with an MFA in Writing Popular Fiction from Seton Hill
University. Her short fiction appears in the anthologies
Dark Holidays and Terror Politico: A Screaming World in
Chaos. She lives in South Central Pennsylvania with her son.
In July, Haverhill House will release her novel, Invisible Chains, a horror/fantasy/slave narrative about
Jacqueline, a young Creole slave in antebellum New Orleans. An unusual stranger, who has haunted her
dreams since childhood, comes to stay as a guest in her master’s house. Soon after the arrival, members of
the household die mysteriously, and Jacqueline is suspected of murder. Despite her fear of the stranger,
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Jacqueline befriends him, and he helps her escape. While running from the slave catchers, they meet
conjurers, a loup-garou, and a traveling circus of supernatural freaks. She relies on ancestral magic to guide
her and finds strength to conquer her fears on her journey.
Recommended reading: Invisible Chains. Do you like what you see? The voice belonged to Señor Velasquez,
but he hadn’t spoken. The idea of him reading my mind frightened me, but even more than that, I was
embarrassed that he could feel my gaze upon him. I know you can hear me, Jacqueline. I asked if you like
what you see. Do you find me attractive, or horrifying?
I ignored his voice inside my head and tried to pay attention to when I should bring out the next course. I
noticed Lottie’s not-so-subtle signal that she had finished her soup. I collected the empty bowls and hurried
into the kitchen, relieved that I could escape the dining room for a few moments.
“Girl, you look like you got a haint chasing you.” Cook set plates of salad down on the silver tray I brought to
the kitchen.
I wiped away the sweat just above my upper lip.
“Are you feeling feverish at all?”
“No, that man just makes me so nervous.”
“Well, you never can trust them white devils. I swear they ain’t human like you and me. Too bad you used up
all of Squire Jean’s potion.”
Find Lane at https://michellerlane.com; on Amazon at https://to.ly/1z1If.

Theresa Derwin recommends:
Stewart Hotston lives in Reading,
UK. He loves pretty much all fiction.
Stewart spends his days working in
high finance and, in a completely
unrelated subject, he read for a PhD.
in Theoretical Physics, taking great
interest in philosophy, theology, and
economics (some of those even
involving additional academic
qualifications). He has previously
been published across more than a
dozen different publishers of short
stories, and his first two novels were
released by Alternative Realities.
When Stewart is not writing or
working, he’s also a world-ranked
swordsman in both Rapier and
Sidesword—for his troubles, he’s a
senior instructor at The School of the Sword.
You can follow him at:
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Twitter: @stewhotston
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/shotston
Web site: https://stewarthotston.com/
Speaking of short stories, I had the pleasure of editing and/or publishing a few of his stories around five
years ago. One story that stood out for me was “All You Can Eat” in The Last Diner. I asked Stewart what
inspired him to use Ganesh. “The inspiration for the story was a Bangladeshi friend of mine with a legendary
appetite (he was known to eat up to five full meals a day—one time having a full roast chicken for lunch, then
a second full lunch two hours later before having a full three course dinner on the same day). There is a
legend about Ganesh eating a castle, and I wanted to include my friend in a retelling of that fable.”
It’s a great early story of his, and shows his skills, sense of humour, social awareness and ability to go dark.
You can read his recent work in his new Tech-thriller with dystopic elements in Tangle’s Game from
Rebellion/Solaris Books.

Kate Jonez recommends:
Autumn Christian is a fiction writer
from Texas who currently lives in
California. She is the author of the
books The Crooked God Machine, We
are Wormwood, and Ecstatic Inferno,
and has written for several video
games, including Battle Nations and
State of Decay 2. When not writing,
she is usually practicing her side
kicks and running with dogs, or
posting strange and existential
Instagram selfies.

Her third novel is a dark journey of self-discovery. An existential labyrinth of love, sex, and self-actualization
where the only way out is through.
When high schooler Beverly Sykes finally has sex, her whole life changes. She feels an explosion inside of her
that feels like her DNA is being rearranged, and she discovers a strange power within. After chasing that
transcendent feeling and fucking her way through the good, the bad, and the dangerous boys and girls that
cross her path, Beverly notices that all of her ex-lovers are undergoing drastic changes. She witnesses them
transcending their former flawed selves, becoming self-actualized and strong. Beverly gives herself over and
over to others, but can she become who she is supposed to be, with the gift and curse that nature gave to
her?
She can be found online at: http://www.autumnchristian.net/. Or you can follow her @teachrobotslove.
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Kate Maruyama recommends:
Nibedita Sen, a queer
Bengali writer from
Calcutta, is a graduate of
Clarion West 2015,
whose work has
appeared or is
forthcoming in
Anathema: Spec from the
Margins, Podcastle,
Nightmare, and Fireside.
She accumulated a
number of English
degrees in India before deciding she wanted another in creative writing,
and that she was going to move halfway across the world for it.

These days, she can be found working as an editor in New York City while consuming large amounts of
coffee and videogames. She helps edit Glittership, an LGBTQ SFF podcast, enjoys the company of puns and
potatoes, and is nearly always hungry. Hit her up on Twitter at @her_nibsen, where she can usually be found
yelling about Overwatch, anime, and what she’s currently reading. You can read her short story, “Never
Yawn Under the Banyan Tree,” here: http://www.anathemamag.com/never-yawn-under-a-banyan-tree.
Excerpt: “The moment I swallowed the pret, I knew I should have taken my grandmother’s advice. Never
yawn under a banyan tree, she used to warn me. A ghost might jump down your throat. Well, touché,
Grandma. I’m sure you’re shaking your head at me in heaven, but consider this: Was it really fair to expect
me to believe not just that ghosts were real—and lived in banyan trees—but that they liked to cannonball
down people’s throats?”
You can find her and more of her fiction at: https://www.nibeditasen.com/, or follow her on Twitter:
@her_nibsen.
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HWA Events – Current for 2019
By HWAWeb | June 2019
Angel Hiott, Events Coordinator

August 30-September 1 – Decatur Book Festival; Courtyard by Marriott, 130 Clairmont Ave., Atlanta, GA.
Contact: Cherry Weiner, Cherry8486@aol.com.
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Ad: The Bedwetter
By HWAWeb | June 2019
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Utah Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019
Cody Langille

Happenings

The Utah Chapter was at Salt Lake City’s FanX on April 19-20. It was a great convention, full of pop-culture
enthusiasts. We met lots of fine folks and helped educate thousands of convention attendees about horror
and the HWA. The very next weekend, we were at the League of Utah Writers Spring Conference on April
27. The League of Utah Writers always puts on a spectacular conference, and we were honored to be a part
of it again this time around. Many of our chapter members are also LUW members.
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By the time you read this, we’ll have attended the Spring Into
Books Event, which is an amazing get-together featuring many local
authors. It’s free to the public and is a great way to raise awareness of
the local writing scene. Following that, we’ll be at FyreCon in June,
and another FanX in September. We’re staying very busy.

As a final note, K. Scott Forman had the distinct pleasure of meeting with Alma Katsu when she came
through Salt Lake City on her book tour.

Success Stories
Caryn Larrinaga’s story, “The Watcher’s Warning,” was selected for
inclusion in From a Cat’s View: Vol II.

T.J. Tranchell’s story, “One Out of the Desert,” was published by Tell-Tale Press on May 23. He also signed
with Giles Press for his novel, Tell No Man, to be released in 2020.
Rachel Smith had a story published in the Daughters of Darkness anthology on May 15; there was an
associated Podcast on May 25. The Amazon link is
https://www.amazon.com/Daughters-Darkness-All-Women-Horror-Anthology/dp/1096558106
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Peaks of Madness is about to debut and features many of our chapter members in the table of contents:
https://tinyurl.com/y696taqj.
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Pennsylvania Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Jacque Day
The Pennsylvania Chapter next meets Saturday, June 1, 1-4 p.m. Details from that meeting will be reported
in the July issue of the newsletter. If you would like to attend a meeting, please contact Kenneth W. Cain at
kennethwcain@gmail.com or on Facebook/Twitter.

Chapter News
– Frank Michaels Errington has a number of reviews published on his blog at
http://frankmichaelserrington.blogspot.com/.
– Todd Keisling’s story, “Happy Pills,” has been accepted for publication in Tales from the Lake Vol. 6, by
Crystal Lake Publishing.
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San Diego Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019
Alexandra Neumeister
The San Diego Chapter held its Spring Social Gathering, with special
guest Kate Jonez. Jonez discussed her press, Omnium Gatherum,
provided insight on the busy lives of editors, and informed us on how to
get an editor’s attention in query letters.
At the Mysterious Galaxy Bookstore, Dr. Janina Scarlet held a launch for
her book Therapy Quest, a choose-your-own-adventure-style self-help
book.
Chapter member Ashley Santana also moderated the panel “No Longer
the Scream Queen: Women’s Roles in Horror” for Litfest Pasadena,
including HWA panelists Kathryn McGee, Lisa Morton, and Kate
Jonez.

Author Dr. Janina Scarlet and illustrator
Vince Alvendia sign copies of Therapy
Quest, holding their launch party at
Mysterious Galaxy Bookstore in San
Diego.
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Colorado Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Larry Berry

Boulder-Longmont
Last month we incorrectly printed the name of the original novel and
franchise from Hex Publishers that we highlighted—sincere apologies.
Denver Moon: The Minds Of Mars is an award-winning novel, comic book,
and soundtrack written by Josh Viola and Warren Hammond. The sequel
is Denver Moon: The Saint of Mars. Thanks to Mr. Viola and Mr. Hammond
for always being understanding. We blame it on gremlins in the lower
workings of the Newsletter Celestial-Estate, currently in orbit above Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Denver, Colorado Springs
Event Organizer Carina Bissett represented TeamHWAColorado at the StokerCon™ in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, which was a great success:
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More than 400 people attended StokerCon in Grand Rapids, securing its spot in HWA history. It was a
whirlwind of panels and events, and I loved every minute of it. As part of my schedule, I presented my paper
“Mapping the Collective Body of Frankenstein’s Brides” at the Ann Radcliffe Academic Conference
coordinated by Nicholas Diak and Michele Brittany. And Friday afternoon, I participated on a panel with
Marge Simon and Lisa Morton on the HWA Scholarships. When I won the HWA Scholarship in 2016, it
literally changed my life. I constantly urge others to apply for the amazing educational opportunities offered
by the HWA, which made this particular panel especially meaningful.
I also had the good fortune to meet Gwendolyn Kiste, author
of The Rust Maidens and the winner of the Bram Stoker
Award® for Superior Achievement in a First Novel. Along
with Donna Munro and April Grey, Gwendolyn participated
in the discussion on “Fairy Tales: A Child’s Introduction to
Horror,” which I moderated. Hansel and Gretel, Baba Yaga,
and Tam Lin were the favorites by far; Gwendolyn and I even
sneaked in a side discussion on Angela Carter’s fairy tales,
which are definitely not written for children.
Although poetry is normally an outlier in these events, there
was a strong interest in the form evidenced by full rooms of
poetry reader and writers attending the panels “Writing to
Prompts: Prose, Poetry” and “Sources of Inspiration and the
Weird Poetry Panel: Weird, Horror & Otherwise Speculative
Poetry.” Buy my favorite poetry-related event at StokerCon
was the Poetry Open Mic on Friday night. Poets of all levels Kyla Ward, Karen Bovenmyer, Carina Bissett
were able to share their work. Highlights included readings by
renowned poets Linda D. Addison, Karen Bovenmyer, Kyla
Ward, Randy D. Rubin, Angela Yuriko Smith, and David
E. Cowen, who was also a nominee for Superior Achievement
in a Poetry Collection and my dining companion at the
banquet on Saturday night.
The awards banquet is always a stunning affair, and this year was no different. I celebrated in style with
Marge Simon, Linda D. Addison, Stoker nominees David E. Cowen, Angela Yuriko Smith, Kyla Ward,
and other new and old friends alike. It was a thrill to watch the Bram Stoker Awards handed out and to see
the changing of the guard as John Palisano stepped into the role as HWA President. But perhaps even more
exciting than that was the announcement that StokerCon 2021 will be held in Denver, Colorado. I look
forward to welcoming all of the wonderful people involved in HWA to my home state alongside the other
Colorado committee members, Hillary Raque Dodge, Dean Wyant, and Lawrence Berry, who is also the
president of the HWA Colorado Chapter. We can’t wait to share what we have in store for you!
You can contact Carina at cmariebissett@gmail.com.
Carina and Hillary Racque Dodge will begin holding monthly meetings in the Springs for interested HWA
members. Contact Carina for more info.
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2021 StokerCon Initiative
Incoming President John Palisano announced Denver as the location for the 2021 StokerCon in Grand
Rapids at this year’s StokerCon. Committee Members Larry Berry, Dean Wyant, Carina Bissett, Josh
Viola, and Hillary Raque Dodge reviewed available sites for the event and worked with the executive
branch to award The Curtis Hotel as host for the Convention. The Curtis has 16 floors and 336 rooms, all the
floors offering themes such as Horror, Science Fiction, and Superhero, as well as 16 custom rooms where
the theme is taken further. The Ghostbuster’s Room is on the horror floor and is a fabulous suite. Advance
reservations and registration sales will be available in October 2019. Our Web site is anticipated to be
complete and online in August. Stay tuned to Chapter News for more information. Contact Larry for more
info: mihangelnc@gmail.com.
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San Francisco Bay Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019
Ken Hueler
We didn’t meet in May. Instead, as we do each year, we staffed the HWA booth at the …

Bay Area Book Fair
Berkeley’s annual book fair had almost 100,000 visitors over its two-day run. Our local chapter chatted with
the public and put a cheery face on the grinning skull of our genre. We filled three pages with the E-mails of
people who overcame their fears to sign up for more info about the HWA, while a number of the more timid
took brochures. As usual, we had a well-decorated booth that stood out, and local HWA authors displayed
their books. We also put up a poster for the Death’s Parade film festival in October that Anthony De Rouen
is organizing, and we received E-mails from people curious about that.

Ken Hueler, Chad Schimke, Oz Monroe, L.S. Johnson,
E.M. Markoff, Ben Monroe, Gene O’Neill, Loren
Rhoads.

Chad Schimke, E.M. Markoff, L.S. Johnson, Ben
Monroe, Sumiko Saulson, Loren Rhoads.
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Audience Interaction

The ‘pro’ side of our audience response
board.

This year, we decided to try an interactive experiment with fair-goers. We put up a two-sided cork board.
One side asked, “What Draws You To Horror?”, and people who came up to the table and expressed interest
in us were invited to add why; the other side read, “Why Do You Avoid Horror?”, and those who did the
“recoil” at seeing us were also encouraged to add their reason. We had some fun conversations as a result.
Below are the responses:
YAY!
“It takes me out of my comfort zone”
“I like to see my nightmares on the outside”
“Cultists”
“Cathartic!”
“Makes me feel alive and connected!”
“It makes me see my life lightly”
“With horror, anything is possible; plus, it explores what you most fear in life”
“Breakup”
“Because it teaches me how to survive”

EEEYAH!
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“There’s enough horrible things in the world!”
“It scares my friends??”
“All the vivid nightmares!”
“Horror is too real for me! Why add to my anxiety?”
“I’m a scaredy cat!”
“It scares me too much!”
“Don’t like horror because the images stay with me, unbidden and recurring.”

Anthology
Two days before the festival, our local chapter’s anthology, Tales for the Camp Fire, came out and hit #3 in
horror anthologies on Amazon. We had copies available for sale at the festival, and, because “camp fire” was
two words, a lot of passers-by figured out from a distance that this was a charity anthology. On the first day,
the public reacted so positively that all the authors returned the contributor copies they’d gotten just hours
before, and still we sold out of all we’d brought. This bodes well for raising a good amount of money for the
wildfire victims. And they need it—a number of the dispossessed are now leaving their community because
the red tape makes things too difficult and their funds are low. You can find out more info at
http://www.ellderet.com/campfire.
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Books On B release party: Roh Morgon,
Loren Rhoads, Ben Monroe, Anthony De
Rouen, E.M. Markoff, Eric Esser, and
Gene O’Neill.

Book Release Party
We have a number of events lined up to publicize the book. The first, after the book fair, was the book
release party at Books On B in Hayward. The owner was amazingly helpful and supportive, so, if you live in
Hayward, check out the store.

Editor Loren Rhoads at the release party.
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LA Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019
John Palisano
The Los Angeles chapter met shortly before StokerCon™, with several new faces in attendance. We reviewed
the results from our table at the Los Angeles Times Festival of Books. We were all happy with the fact that
we focused on good conversations rather than numbers. We’ve found over the years it’s a much more
effective strategy.
Next year, the Festival of Books falls on exactly the same weekend as the U.K. StokerCon! We quickly found
not one but several members who will not be able to attend StokerCon, and who will man the booth at the
Festival of Books back home.
We also have Mid-Summer Scream appearances in August. This is in partnership with the San Diego chapter.
It’s the biggest Halloween-haunt convention going, and it’s always an amazing venue for outreach, as well as
just being plain fun.
Individually, our local members continue to move forward at various levels. Some are working toward their
first sale, while others are looking to close on their next big novel placement. The camaraderie and support
remain across the board.
We will return June 15.
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Drop Bears and Taniwha
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Australian & New Zealand Horror News
Marty Young
Not much in the way of an intro this time as there’s a heck of a lot to get through, so let’s get going. First up,
we walk the haunted halls of the AHWA …
… and it’s busy times indeed at the AHWA headquarters. The following has been provided by the big boss,
Greg Chapman:
The AHWA has been very busy finalising the upcoming Australian Shadows Awards and the shortlists were
recently announced. The winners will be revealed at a special live ceremony at the 2019 Continuum
Convention in Melbourne.
The finalists are as follows:

Best Collected Work:
Bones by Andrew Cull, The Dalziel Files by Brian Craddock
Exploring Dark Fiction #2 A Primer to Kaaron Warren
Shadows on the Wall by Steven Paulsen,
Beneath the Ferny Tree by David Schembri

Best Edited Work:
Cthulhu Land of the Long White Cloud & Cthulhu Deep Down Under Volume II – Steve Proposch,
Christopher Sequeira, Bryce Stevens, editors
Hellhole An Anthology of Subterranean Horror – Lee Murray, editor
Behind the Mask – Steve Dillon, editor

Best Graphic Novel:
The judges of the Graphic Novel category unanimously agreed on a winner but no shortlist will be provided
this year.
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Best Novel:
Devouring Dark by Alan Baxter
Contrition by Deborah Sheldon
Tide of Stone by Kaaron Warren
Teeth of the Wolf by Dan Rabarts and Lee Murray

Best Poetry:
Your Mortician Knows by Bee Nielsen
Matinee by Hester J. Rock
Polarity by Jay Caselberg
Revenants of the Antipodes by Kyla Lee Ward
The Middle of the Night by Rebecca Fraser.

The Rocky Wood Award for Nonfiction and Criticism: Several of the nonfiction entries received were
excellent short form pieces, with great writing, quality research, and bravery shown in addressing the
various subject matter. The judges felt that none were of sufficient depth or length to qualify for the Rocky
Wood Award.

Short Fiction:
Planned and Expected by Piper Mejia
Slither by Jason Nahrung
The Ward of Tindalos by Debbie & Matt Cowens
The House of jack’s Girls by Lee Battersby
Riptide by Dan Rabarts.

The Paul Haines Award for Long Fiction:
Time and Tide by Robert Hood
Love Thee Better by Kaaron Warren
The Black Sea by Chris Mason
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Thylacines by Deborah Sheldon

Meanwhile a number of members recently had their works nominated in the Aurealis Awards and the
Ditmars. Long-time member Kaaron Warren took out the Best Horror Novel and Best Novella categories at
the Aurealis Awards (see the item on Awards later on in this article).

Members recent and upcoming releases:
Andrew Cull – The Viperob Files (Crossroad Press)
Matthew R Davis – Supermassive Black Mass (Demain Publishing)
Greg Chapman – Netherkind (Omnium Gatherum Books)
Stephen Kerczeg – “Angels of the Deep” in Sea of Secrets: A Dragon Soul Press Anthology
Rebecca Fraser – “Once Upon a Moonlit Clearing” in Antipodean SF Issue 250
Jack Dann – “The Carbon Dreamer” in Shivers VIII (Cemetery Dance)
Alister Hodge – The Cavern (Severed Press)

The AHWA’s magazine Midnight Echo will be opening for submissions for its fourteenth issue in the coming
months. A guest editor has been appointed the issue and will be announced closer to the submission window.
The Mentor Program will also open soon, with potential mentors currently being selected.
As always, for any information, visit http://www.australasianhorror.wordpress.com.

“Australia’s queen of body horror” Claire Fitzpatrick will be teaching a four-part workshop called
Introduction to Horror Writing at the Queensland Writing Centre starting on 17 July. “Whether you are a fan
of horror literature or are just beginning your writing endeavours, this four-part introductory workshop will
teach you the skills to understand how you can explore human fears through horror writing. Packed with
knowledge of how to write a good horror story, by the end of the course, you will have a basic idea of the
type of horror you’d like to write, and how to turn your ideas into written work.”
For more information, see https://preview.tinyurl.com/yyslf6jf.
Word from Robert N. Stephenson, owner of Altair Australia Pty Ltd (Publishers), is that The World of
Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror, Volume 5 is filling well with some standout horror; guest editor for
horror is Claire Fitzpatrick. This is the sixth year of this anthology, the first year was under a different
name and horror was always underrepresented, but this year there has been an increase of 70% so that
every third submission is horror. This bold and beautiful anthology will be launched on the 31 January, 2020
(the same time every year without fail). Guidelines for the anthology can be found at:
http://www.robertnstephenson.com.
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Oscillate Wildly Press is a Brisbane-based award-winning publisher of Body Horror and Cosmic Horror,
established in 2016 by Claire Fitzpatrick. As of 2019, they solely publish The Asylum Diaries, a magazine
dedicated to H.P. Lovecraft and body horror. As such, they have two active submission calls. The first is for
The Asylum Diaries: Anatomy. The second is for The Asylum Diaries: Arkham. Submission details can be
found at https://www.oscillatewildlypress.net/submissions-1.
As mentioned in the previous issue, the next SNAFU (Cohesion Press) is open for submissions right now, and
this one is executive edited by Tim Miller! It’s not every day that a small press gets someone like
Deadpool’s Tim Miller to run a book for them. The theme is “last stand,” and it will be even more essential
than usual to hit every mark, as this is Tim’s SNAFU. He’s reading everything in it and writing an
introduction for the volume. His name will be on the front cover. Pays AU5c/word. Guidelines can be found
at: https://cohesionpress.com/snafu-submissions/. Go get your grunt on!
Lethal Weapon and Author Aiki Flinthart ran a “Fight like a Girl” master class on May 11, organized by the
Queensland Writers Centre. “With more and more ‘strong’ female protagonists appearing in genre fiction, it
is essential that authors know how to write authentic fight scenes for them—be they arguments or fisticuffs.
This workshop follows on from the three-hour Writing Fight Scenes for Women workshop; however, this
master class will be useful to anyone.” Details of the workshop can be found at https://tinyurl.com/yy3w296k.
Aiki will also be running the “Fight Like a Girl” introduction class on Sunday 9 June, during Continuum in
Melbourne (https://www.continuum.org.au/participate/workshops/). Limited edition copies of the
accompanying book will also be available for attendees.
Australia’s longest running online speculative fiction magazine AntipodeanSF (AntiSF) hit a major milestone
recently, with the release of its 250th issue! Dedicated to “down under” flash speculative fiction, AntiSF has
been regularly published since February 1998. I’m sure everyone in the Australian SpecFic scene offers a
standing ovation to long-time editor and publisher Ion “Nuke” Newcombe on this spectacular achievement!
The bumper 250th edition “holds over fifty speculative contributions in words and images from the upsidedown community.” The issue can be read free online for approximately four weeks at
https://www.antisf.com.au/, after which time it will morph into an audio podcast (the AntiSF Radio Show:
https://2nvr.org.au/index.php/programs?the-antipodeansf-radio-show), featuring the stories from recently
published issues of AntiSF, often narrated by the authors themselves. Extra cool news this time, with a
special print edition anthology soon to be released. Check it all out at: https://www.antisf.com.au/. Here’s to
another 250 issues, Nuke!
Speaking of successful Australian spec-fic magazines, the long-running Aurealis magazine (Chimaera
Publications) has just released its 120th issue! Phew! Another stellar achievement! This professional mass
market SF/fantasy magazine has been in print since 1990, although it became a monthly (except for January
and December) ezine in October 2011. Available from https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/937454, or
you can subscribe at aurealis.com.au. It’s well worth checking out.
Deborah Sheldon, the Award-winning author of Perfect Little Stitches and Other Stories (winner of the
Australian Shadows Award “Best Collected Work 2017”), has written a fascinating article called “Why Do I
Write Horror,” available now on Kendal Reviews (https://tinyurl.com/yx9mbrme). “Horror appeals to me
because it is the most authentic type of fiction. It mirrors life as it really is—unfair, unjust, unpredictable,
ultimately lethal—rather than the way we wish it could be.” It’s always interesting reading why other writers
write horror, and Deborah has some great things to say. So again I say, go check it out!
And now onto awards, and boy, there are a few to get through! For the sake of this newsletter, I won’t
include the complete list of finalists for every award (when I was first writing this, I did include the complete
lists and my column grew to 17 pages, which seemed a bit long!), but I will certainly include links to those
lists.
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The winners of the 2018 Aurealis Awards were announced on 4 May during Swancon in Perth. The complete
list of winners can be found at https://aurealisawards.org/2019/05/05/2018-aurealis-awards-winners/.
The Australian Science Fiction Foundation (ASFF) has announced the 2019 shortlists for the Norma K
Hemming Award, which covers works published in 2018. Designed to recognise excellence in the exploration
of themes of race, gender, sexuality, class, or disability in a published speculative fiction work, the jury of the
Norma K Hemming Award considered dozens of entries published in 2018 across the long and short form
categories, comprised of short fiction, novellas, novels, edited anthologies, collections, graphic novels, and
stage plays. A list of finalist can be found at https://tinyurl.com/y58vwpt7.
Winners of the Australian SF (“Ditmar”) Awards for 2018 will also be announced at Continuum 15 (that’s
going to be a great con!). The complete list of finalists can be found at https://tinyurl.com/y5kftjmr.
The finalists for the Sir Julius Vogel Awards for 2019 have also been announced, and this is a long, long list!
The Sir Julius Vogel Awards are administered by SFFANZ, the Science Fiction and Fantasy Assn. of New
Zealand Inc., and recognise excellence in Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror by New Zealanders. The
winners will be announced at GeyserCon, New Zealand’s 40th National Science Fiction and Fantasy
Convention, held from May 31-June 2 in Rotorua, NZ. Check out the complete list at
http://www.sffanz.org.nz/sjv/sjvFinalists-2019.
Rounding out the awards, we have a special shout out for Chris Mason for picking up a Best Novelette
nomination for “The Black Sea” (Beneath the Waves – Tales from the Deep) in the 2018 Shirley Jackson
Awards! Way to go, Chris, and good luck! The full list of finalists for the 2018 Shirley Jackson Awards can be
found at https://www.shirleyjacksonawards.org/.
Phew. That’s all of them… for now! I expect I’ll have a list of winners for you next time around!
Upcoming conventions for June include:
Continuum 15: Other Worlds (http://www.continuum.org.au/): 7-10 June in Melbourne. Kate Elliott and
Ken Liu feature as the Guests of Honour.
Oz Comic Con: 8–9 June in Melbourne. [Editor/writer Christopher Sequeira, alongside Black House Comics
(in association with IFWG Publishing), will be launching SuperAustralians, a full-length graphic novel
featuring 12 Australian superheroes battling diabolical menaces across the country, with chapters written
and drawn by some of the best comic writers and artists around.]
Supanova (https://www.supanova.com.au/): 21–23 June in Sydney, then 28–30 June in Perth.
Speculative Fiction Festival (https://writingnsw.org.au/whats-on/events/speculative-fiction-festival-2019/) –
29 June in Sydney. Programmed by Keith Stevenson, the festival will showcase some of Australia’s leading
spec-fic writers, including Kaaron Warren.

All right, then. That’s it from our side of the world. If you’re an Aussie or a Kiwi and have horror news, or
know of horror-related events or gatherings or anything else at all, let me know at
martyyoung2002@yahoo.com, and I’ll include it here.
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Wisconsin Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Chris Welch
This month we have an announcement from Dean Wild, as well as photographic proof that the Wisconsin
Chapter was well represented at StokerCon™ in Grand Rapids this year with chapter members Brent
Michael Kelley, Sarah Read, and Chris Welch in attendance.
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Brent Michael Kelley, Sarah Read, and
Chris Welch taken just prior to the
Stoker Awards Banquet on Saturday,
May 11.

Dean H. Wild will be signing copies of his novel, The Crymost, on Saturday, June 1, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
at the Readers Realm Bookstore, 147 E. Montello St., Montello, WI. Come and explore the fine wares at
Readers Realm, say “hello” to Dean, and take home your very own scribbled-upon copy of The Crymost, if
you don’t already have one!

Sarah Read during the mass signing on Friday, May
10.

Brent Michael Kelley during the mass signing on
Friday, May 10.
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Fiendish Endeavors
By HWAWeb | June 2019
Erinn L. Kemper

Cody Goodfellow‘s seventh novel, Unamerica, an ambitious speculative
horror epic set in a corporate-run model-city/concentration camp on the
U.S./Mexico border, is due out June 7 from King Shot Press.

Ken Goldman is a cash-winning runner-up in Booksie’s “Tickle My Funny Bone” Contest with his
horror/humor short “The Devil And Myron Rabinowitz.”
https://www.booksie.com/posting/ken-goldman/the-devil-and-myron-rabinowitz-574920 His more serious
short horror stories appear in Revisiting the Dead (Lycon Valley Press) and Sorrow Anthology (JWK
Publications). And soon to be released are Dig Two Graves Anthology (Death’s Head Press), Dreamscapes
(Cherry House Press), and Creatures, a Kindle Anthology (Tell-Tale Press). And there are more Goldman
Tales to come soon!
Kyla Lee Ward is very happy to have her poem, “Mourning Rites,” appearing in The Audient Void #7.
Elizabeth Crowens, Atomic Alchemist Productions LLC‘s
first author client, will have two novels released June 12,
2019 and August 1, 2019. The Time Traveler Professor,
Book One: Silent Meridian and its sequel, The Time
Traveler Professor, Book Two: A Pocketful of Lodestones,
will debut at Worldcon in Dublin in August 2019.
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Pamela K. Kinney‘s Trick-or-Treat Thrillers: 13 Backyard Monsters became available April 5 (Kindle) and
April 29 (paperback).
Marge Simon reports that she sold “Drink of the Gods”—a darkly potent poem and the art for it—to
Star*Line.
Chad Stroup will have a short story published in Shock Totem titled “The Fluids That Giveth, and Those
That Taketh.”
Elizabeth Massie is happy to announce that her newest creepy story, “It’s in the Cards,” will be appearing
in the anthology The Porcupine Boy and Other Anthological Oddities, edited by Christopher Jones,
published by Crossroad Press. Due out summer 2019.
Lisa Morton has revealed that her story, “A Housekeeper’s Revenge,” will be in the first issue of the
rebooted Weird Tales. Also, “The Chemistry of Ghosts” will be in the middle grade anthology Terrifying Tales
to Tell at Night.
“I have an essay, ‘A Writer’s Life: Dangerous Dames,'” Amy Grech tells us, in the StokerCon 2019 Souvenir
Anthology, available at https://www.amazon.com/StokerCon-Souvenir-Book-Linda-Addison/dp/1732803528.
Lawrence Berry is pleased to announce his story, “Abra,” will appear
in the latest anthology from Transmundane Press, In The Air, a collection
that offers transport into dark imaginings.

JG Faherty would like to remind everyone that his next novel, Hellrider, a twisted, dark, supernatural tale of
revenge, comes out in August, from Flame Tree Press. “Hellrider is a thunder and muscle hell ride through
dangerous territory. Fun, wicked, and unrelenting. A horror thriller that breaks the rules and the speed limit
at the same time.” – Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author of Code Zero and Dead of
Night.
Sheri White’s story, “URBEX,” will be published as part of The Ladies of Horror Flash Project on Nina
D’Arcangela’s blog, on June 3. https://ninadarc.wordpress.com/
Congratulations to everyone. If you have a recent sale or upcoming publication, tell us about it. It’s publicity.
It’s free. Send a tiger-tight paragraph to erinn_darren@hotmail.com announcing your fiendish endeavor.
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Blood & Spades
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Marge Simon
It’s June already and I’m pleased to introduce a man of
poetic merit, JD DeHart. As a poet who shares the same
elements JD mentions in his first paragraph, I related
immediately to his work. He is a writer and teacher. He has
been writing poetry and other creative works for the past
few decades. DeHart’s collection of speculative poetry, The
Truth about Snails, is available from publisher Red
Dashboard.

***

Exploring Poetry in Many Shades
JD DeHart
Although I write in many shades about many topics, there are certainly times when I tell stories that have an
element of darkness. Sometimes this darkness is very rooted in earth, and sometimes my love of science
fiction and fantasy causes my stories (in prose and poetic form) to float outside of the world a bit more.
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This sense of darkness is a part of the human story, most embodied by our love of supernatural films and
books, and it has certainly proven to be part of my work. So, if the telling’s honest there are many nuances to
navigate in the world of writing, including the shadows and mysterious corners of human experience.
Sometimes this exploration of human life leads to a poem that I enjoy enough to reread a few times, and
sometimes the fantasy element is woven in a little more tightly. One such example is “Dollhouse,” which was
published by The Fear of Monkeys in 2014:

Dollhouse
Each doll is arranged and crafted
Carefully, dressed to the tiniest detail
A child’s hand was so cautious
Delicately placing until lights dim
All hell, as they say, breaks loose
Mother doll takes out her minute flask
She is tired of this toy ordeal
Father doll stays on the computer
Doing “research”—mother knows
What that means, this is not her first
Rodeo, oh buddy oh boy
She even has a program to track
Her doll husband’s online movements
Baby doll is trying desperately to find
A way to tell them she is pregnant
Do not worry—she is in love, the daddy
A military man from the guest room
There is a sound in the yard, if you could
Call it a yard, and Father doll goes to check
Screaming profanity at the neighbor’s dog
Brandishing his useless plastic shotgun
Step away from that window, Mother doll
Says, You are just a plaything
Father doll returns, deflated, plopping down
On the couch that is never comfortable
While the child snores lightly in her bed.
This poem was my attempt to bring some reality into a shrunk down world of a dollhouse, adding hints of
sorrow and humor. The monsters lurking here are just bad luck and poor decisions. There are, of course,
other times that I treat my inspirations differently.
As a young reader, I enjoyed EC Comics as much or more than mainstream graphic novel stories and junior
novels. These EC books featured short tales in compilation, often with a clever twist, and were brief pieces of
macabre entertainment. No wonder I would later explore Stephen King’s novels as an adult reader, as well
as the writings of Anne Rice and Neil Gaiman. Even the dark side of science in books by Michael
Crichton appealed to me, and I engaged with them readily since my adult reading life predated JK
Rowling’s work.
There were other books that piqued my interest, too. I have written before about my affinity for Mike
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Mignola’s take on Bram Stoker’s Dracula in visual form, published by Dark Horse Comics. Mignola is, of
course, known for his character, Hellboy, as well—yet another creature living in dark corners. It seems that
moonlit paths are forged through many of the stories, visual and otherwise, that I have enjoyed over the
years. I found a similar affinity for a Creature from the Black Lagoon comic I read voraciously as a teenager.
Monsters have populated my reading life, from mythological creatures to Universal classic characters. A
quiet trip to the river to do some fishing would turn into an imaginative account with whatever might be
lurking under the surface of the otherwise calm rural waters. I crafted stories in notebooks featuring some of
the mainstream comic book and film heroes I enjoyed in ferocious battle with fictional beasts. I believe that
what we read informs what we write, and this was certainly true for me. Here is an example of a short poem
I wrote, including a more traditional monster:

The Bindletooth
The elongated face remembered
from some distant place,
a sphere we visited once,
the translucent skin, the invitation
calling to us through the wooded
star-gazing plain, and the tone
cold as malice, swift as the end.
This one was published by Yesteryear Fiction, also in 2014, and it’s kind of a late-night creature feature told
in only words with no illustrations or flickering lights.
When it came to practicing my own craft as a poet, I remember one of the first “dark” pieces I wrote. It was
for a summer writing conference I attended in high school. I submitted a swath of material covering many
genres in hopes of showing off my talents.
It was the job of a small group at this conference to read and critique each student’s work, and the group
leader chose my dark poem among the myriad of offerings. It was met with disdain by the rest of the writers
and the rules of the game were that you were supposed to sit and listen to the critiques and then respond at
the end, not simply because it was a product of my high school flirtations with composing but because what
the group considered to be the shock value of the poem’s macabre ending. I have no idea what my response
was, but this initial experience with darker works not being appreciated is one of the likely reasons I turned
away from that avenue of expression for a while.
These days, I continue to practice writing in as many ways as I can, both in light and in darkness. A mentor
recently told me that he writes for himself. To be honest, as I write this, I am composing because I enjoy the
process but there is also an invisible audience in mind. In 2014, with a similar invisible audience projected, I
wrote a collection of science fiction poetry—and some of them were even dark. The writing took place over a
series of snow days, giving me time away from my teaching job to explore. I had dreamed of writing a book
for years—who knew that it would be my love of science fiction that would finally inspire me to root my body
in a chair long enough to make a manuscript take shape?
Beyond that one collection, I have also discovered a number of other venues that have featured some of my
speculative/dark work, including Illumen and Zetetic. I leave you with a small sample of some of the poems,
largely inspired by my love of comic book characters and science fiction, that were featured at the nowdisappeared UFO Gigolo site in 2015. I am also including one more example that I have been working on
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more recently.

Apparition (2015)
She wore a wide-brim blue hat
and an ice blue coat, skin
of similar feel and shade.
A name I can no longer remember,
and could never pronounce
from a land I have never been to.
Visits came in the evening when
the kids had gone in from playing
and the streets were silent.
Everyone’s early buzz gave her
safe passage. We loved, passing
through one another, and she
always left, not a trace of scent
or warmth behind, only the brief
memories that even now fade.

On Ramps (2015)
a web, continuous
network and we are
engine rumbling roving
through the fallen
universe where ragged
figures roam and linger.

Motor Man (2015)
His face is the grill
of a car, his mouth uttering
the diesel fumes.
Arms like axles and palms
like rolling wheels.
He can tell you the lay
of the land as far as eye
can see, then farther.
He’s been up the highway,
married to it, loving it,
holding his face close
to the white strip lapping by.
Another turn,
another endless run.
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When Wolves Are Talking (2019)
I recommend caution. Wolves
only talk when they are the villains
in stories, or at least trying to obfuscate.
Remember there are paths and trails,
breadcrumbs but also monsters.
Neil Gaiman is quick to remind us of many
fairy tale truths. Authors hold the keys,
so enjoy them and pass them on to others.
You have an author living
within every story you know. You
have collected your tales.
Now spin them, and let all
the animals do the talking.
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Calendar of Readings and Signings
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Scott “Essel” Pratt
Remember that you can always find out what’s going on by visiting the calendar of events on the HWA Web
site. If you submit your information late, that information will show up only on that calendar and not in the
newsletter. It is best to get your event information in early.
For all book-release announcements, please contact Lydia Peever for inclusion in her “Recently Born”
column.

June
June 1: 11 a.m.-1 p.m.; Dean H. Wild will sign copies of his novel, The Crymost; The Readers Realm
bookstore, 147 E. Montello St., Montello, WI.

A reminder: The online calendar is updated several times a week after information submitted about each
event has been vetted for appropriate content. Appropriate content includes conventions, readings, signings,
workshops, and other like events that HWA members may attend. It also includes deadlines for workshop
applications and award nominations. It does not include solicitations for votes for awards/award
nominations.
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Brain Matter
By HWAWeb | June 2019

JG Faherty

The HWA – Educating Writers
I’ve been a member of the Horror Writers Assn. for more years than I can count—well, that’s not exactly
true. While my math skills might be terrible (half the time I figure the tip out wrong at restaurants!), I know
that I joined the HWA in 2002. So that makes it 17 years. I originally joined for the same reasons as most
members: to meet like-minded folks, to make connections, to meet the writers I admired for so long.
And most importantly, to learn.
I wanted to learn everything I could about the craft of writing books and short stories, and I wanted to learn
it from the people who wrote fiction for a living, not from college professors or magazine article writers. Not
that there’s anything wrong with those people being instructors, but I wanted real-life experience as well as
technical instruction.
So I talked to people. Back then, there was no mentorship program, no library program. Any type of
continuing education was sporadic at best.
During those years, I took classes (the Borderlands Boot Camp) and corresponded with people to pick up
tips. It was great. I learned a lot, from writers like Tom Monteleone, F. Paul Wilson, David Morrell, Jack
Ketchum (Dallas Mayr), Richard Chizmar, Thomas Tessier, Douglas Winter, Brian Keene, and
Ginjer Buchanan.
Then the mentorship program started, and I immediately signed up. I had the good fortune to be assigned to
Deborah LeBlanc, who at the time was the president of the HWA. She tirelessly worked with me to get a
novel and several short stories in shape for publication, and in the process gave me invaluable advice on
everything from style to grammar to the submission process.
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Although I was already an Active member at that point, I still considered myself a novice, and it wasn’t until
several years later, after multiple short story publications, two novels, and Bram Stoker Award®
nominations to my credit, that I felt I was ready to really get involved in the organization that had helped me
so much. Instead of just volunteering at cons, I jumped into the deep end of things, first becoming a trustee
and then signing up as a mentor.
It was time for me to do what so many before me had: give back.
In the years since, I’ve mentored probably 23-24 HWA members. All have gone on to have things published,
many have achieved Active status, and a couple have gone on to shine brightly, with good book deals and
even awards. Each time it happens, I smile. Not because I’m taking credit—the credit always lies with the
writer—but because every teacher gets a kick out of seeing their one-time students succeed.
So, if you’re an Active member, I urge you to sign up to be a mentor. Your advice, your experience could
really help a young writer, even if it’s just to teach them how to write a cover letter (my skill in that area
increased tenfold after working with Deb and with Jonathan Maberry).
But the mentor program isn’t the only way to help a writer. We all have different skills, different talents. And
it behooves us to pass them on if we can.
For instance, I was taught how to write a script by the amazing Rick Hautala, when we worked on one
together. He didn’t have to do that; I had made an attempt, asked him for some advice, and he not only
helped me with formatting (and turned me on to Final Draft!) but also made suggestions on how to migrate
my story from the written form to the script form. And after all that, tried to refuse a writing credit when we
submitted it for a contest.
All he cared about was helping me get better.
In a similar vein, a few years ago I wanted to put together a couple of pitches to a television executive.
Daniel Knauf, who at the time was new to the organization, taught me how to prepare a story “bible.” He
didn’t have to; he’s a busy guy with his own writing and television shows. But he did.
And that’s how we can all be mentors, simply by helping each other. In my mind, that’s the real purpose of
the HWA, to help each other learn and grow as writers.
We do it in so many ways. The mentor program. The library program, which includes programs for teen and
adult fiction writing. Horror University, which teaches the art of the craft of writing. All the panels we put on
at StokerCon.
Most importantly, the bits of advice we share at the bar, over the phone, in the airport, and via E-mail. Or
through our blogs, or on social media.
Every time we help a writer, we are also helping all writers, and the genre as a whole.
So, please, do your part. Give back. Be a mentor, even if it’s not officially.
###
Shameless self promotion!
My next novel comes out in August (Hellrider) from Flame Tree Press, and the print editions (hardcover,
trade paperback) are available right now at Amazon:
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https://www.amazon.com/Hellrider-Fiction-Without-Frontiers-Faherty/dp/1787582620.
When Eddie Ryder is burned alive by fellow members of the Hell Riders motorcycle gang for ratting on them,
he vows revenge with his dying breath. He returns as a ghost, with his custom motorcycle Diablo by his side.
After he finds out he can possess people, he launches a campaign of vengeance that leaves plenty of bodies
in its wake and the police in a state of confusion. Spouting fire and lightning from his fingers and screaming
heavy metal lyrics as he rides the sky above the town of Hell Creek, he brings destruction down on all those
who wronged him, his power growing with every death. Only Eddie’s younger brother, Carson, and the
police chief’s daughter, Ellie, understand what’s really happening, and now they have to stop him before he
destroys the whole town.
“Hellrider is a thunder and muscle hell ride through dangerous territory. Fun, wicked, and unrelenting. A
horror thriller that breaks the rules and the speed limit at the same time.” – Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author
Also out now is my new collection of short stories from Cemetery Dance Press, Houses of the Unholy, which
includes a brand-spanking-new novella, “December Soul,” which is a sequel to my popular short story, “The
Lazarus Effect.” “December Soul” is a darkly poignant romance set during an unusual apocalypse.
Available in e-book and print formats:
https://www.amazon.com/Houses-Unholy-JG-Faherty-ebook/dp/B07QR7R7KZ/ And also at B&N and other
retailers.
And, as always, check out all my other titles: http://tinyurl.com/jgfaherty.
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Recently Born of Horrific Minds
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Books
Coming Out This Month
Lydia Peever
June is a reading month if there ever was one. Convention dealer tables match up nicely with short and long
award lists, and the longer days offer more time to read. There is time away from school if not time away
from home, opening up our world, so what better way to compliment that than by opening our world further
with fiction. Then again, if you go nowhere at all, the armchair traveller has all the world you need between
these covers …

Haunted Charlottesville and Surrounding Counties
Susan Schwartz
Schiffer Publishing
2019-06-28
https://www.schifferbooks.com/haunted-charlottesville-and-surrounding-counties-6667.html
Charlottesville, Virginia, and its surrounding counties are filled with history and charm. They also hold
spirits who aren’t ready to leave their beloved homes or families behind.
The Time Traveler Professor, Book One: Silent Meridian
Elizabeth Crowens
Atomic Alchemist Productions LLC
2019-06-12
http://www.elizabethcrowens.com
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is obsessed with a legendary red book. Its peculiar stories have come to life, and
rumors claim that it has rewritten its own endings. He takes on an unlikely partner, John Patrick Scott,
known to most as a concert pianist, but as a paranormal investigator and a time-traveler professor to a select
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few.
Dark Carnival
Joanna Parypinski
Independent Legions
2019-06-14
http://joannaparypinski.com
For 14 years, Dax has lived with the mystery of his mother’s disappearance. Now he must face his past to
find the traveling carnival that kidnapped her, and stop them from summoning an ancient being down from
the stars … a being called Father Death.
Teeth in the Mist
Dawn Kurtagich
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
2019-06-11
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0316478474
A monk uncovers the Devil’s Tongue and dares to speak it, with repercussions felt for generations. Three
powerful young women, centuries apart, must fight the consequences of the monk’s fateful agreement.
The Hungry Ones (Book 2 of The Messy Man Series)
Chris Sorensen
Harmful Monkey Press
2019-05-28
https://www.facebook.com/chrissorensenauthor/
Two years ago, the Crossroads Motel was the site of an act so brutal that its buildings were left to rot. Jessie,
however, sees promise in the Crossroad’s bare bones and buys it up, determined to breathe new life into the
place.
Netherkind
Greg Chapman
Omnium Gatherum
2019-05-06
http://www.omniumgatherumedia.com/new-page
Thomas is no ordinary man. To live, he must devour human flesh. His habitual existence is one of killing and
feeding and taking on the physical characteristics of his victims.
Houses of the Unholy
JG Faherty
Cemetery Dance Publishing
2019-04-19
https://www.cemeterydance.com/houses-of-the-unholy-eBook.html
This collection of short stories ranges from quiet suspense to hammer-blows of horror, and it includes a
brand new novella of apocalyptic terror, December Soul.
A Secret Guide to Fighting Elder Gods
Jennifer Brozek
Pulse Publishing
2019-04-16
http://www.jenniferbrozek.com/
It’s the fight against the Elder Gods in the modern age. Teenagers, from every walk of life, use whatever they
can to defend our world. Sometimes they win. Sometimes they lose. Sometimes- they give into the
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temptation of power.
The Patience of a Dead Man
Michael Clark
Michael Clark Books
2019-04-15
https://www.michaelclarkbooks.com
He bet it all on a house in disrepair but he didn’t know it was never really empty. Tim Russell can’t simply
leave. If he does, he loses everything—not only his investment but his way of life. Tim knows it’s dangerous
to stay, but not being able to support his daughters would be an entirely different nightmare.
Vaudeville and Other Nightmares (Illustrated Edition)
Greg Chapman
Specul8 Publishing
2019-04-06
http://www.cobblestonescribe.com/specul8/vaudeville.html
In this updated and illustrated collection, Australian horror author Greg Chapman will take you deeper in
the recesses of the psyche and introduce you to abominations that only Hell would welcome.
Terror Politico: A Screaming World in Chaos
Cin Ferguson, editor
Scary Dairy Press LLC
2019-01-04
https://www.amazon.com/Terror-Politico-Screaming-World-Chaos/dp/1732094608/
This anthology highlights dark and nasty things in politics. Thirty-five contributors weave tales of horror, scifi, and speculative fiction that pluck a reader’s brain strings and just might break them! Dive into these
stories and discover which is worse: reality or fiction?
______________________________
Thank you to all who listed, and please do share these free promotional listings provided to members each
month. Make sure to fill out the New Release Form in the Members Only area of the HWA Web site by the
15th of each month to have your future releases posted in Recently Born of Horrific Minds! I’d love to
include every book, but some were released too long ago to count as “recent,” so they may not be listed here,
but appear on the “Members Books” section of horror.org/newreleases. Forward questions you might have
using the form or regarding your forthcoming release to newreleases@horror.org, and enjoy these fine
reads!
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The Grumpy Grammarian
By HWAWeb | June 2019

It’s When
You Think You Know …
Anthony Ambrogio
Proofreading has always been important for a writer, but it is even more so now, when many publications
(thankfully, not this one) no longer employ copyeditors nor seem to care how many otherwise avoidable
errors might slip into a story or article.
You, as a horror writer, should concern yourself not only with expanding the boundaries of fiction but also
with upholding the standards of a language which has a long and honorable tradition. (Also, you don’t ever
want to make a fool of yourself on paper in front of readers who know better.)
Since you cannot rely on publishers to have editors who will take the care they should with your prose, it is
incumbent upon you to make sure that the copy you deliver is as free of typos and errors of grammar and
syntax as you can make it.
It doesn’t hurt to have a different set of eyes read your manuscript. And that different set of eyes can be your
own, a day or a week (or even an hour) after you first composed your piece and maybe gave it the once-over.
Sometimes that distance is all that’s required for you to catch mistakes and improve sentences.
But often it doesn’t hurt to have someone else check your work, simply because, if you made a typo, it may
be the kind of thing that you’ll gloss over when proofreading. We know what our stories should say, so
sometimes we supply a word that we left out or “see” the proper spelling of a term even though what we
wrote is missing that word or has mistaken that term.
I think I have already recounted my story about a glaring typo that, to my eternal embarrassment, I left
standing in my published manuscript, Nuns’ Blood. And this was after I (and others) had gone over the
manuscript many times. I won’t bother you with the troubled history of the book’s publication, but I will tell
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you that one good thing about the experience was that I was able to control the format of the book—I laid it
out and produced “camera-ready copy,” using what was then a state-of-the-art publishing software (whose
name I forget—not that it matters: Word can now do everything this software once did). Such control meant
that I was able to read and reread the manuscript to make sure no typos crept in, and I think I succeeded in
catching all of them.
Except one.
At the end of this epistolary vampire novel (obviously, I was emulating Bram Stoker in form), the
protagonist, Vanna Helsing (and I’m proud of that name, even though one publisher thought it was too
“jokey”), writes a letter to the Archdiocese of Detroit, which says, in part,
“In order to reinforce the good work thus begun, I respectively request that a review board reconsider
Monsignor Harker’s career at St. Mary Magdalena’s with an eye toward reinstating his good name …”
Can you spot the error? I read that sentence I don’t know how many times, and I didn’t see my mistake until
after the book was in print. Now it seems so obvious and jumps right out at me.
What I meant to write, what I should have written, was “I respectfully request”—but I didn’t. This line came
on about page 237 of a 238-page book; it’s part of the dénouement after the big climax, when things are
winding down and loose ends are being tied up, and I’m sure that I made the mistake initially because I was
winding down, knowing “The End” was in sight, and rushing to get to it. (Of course, errors can be overlooked
at any point in a manuscript; if you’ve written a really exciting passage, your printed words may fling you
headlong across the text and cause you to miss mistakes.)
Every time I reread that sentence, it was under the same circumstances. I was getting to the end; I had again
proofread 200-plus pages, and I let myself “relax”; I saw the word “respectfully” even when what I’d written
was “respectively.”
When I was a graduate assistant in English at Wayne State University (just about 50 years ago, which I find
hard to believe, I’m such a young kid), we G. A.s had a mentor, a full professor who acted as a guide to all of
us who had never taught at the college level before (who had never taught, period). I still remember some of
his words of wisdom—the main one being “Never let the sun set on a set of ungraded papers” (i.e., “Do your
corrections immediately, young man [or “young woman,” as the case may be]!”).
The relevant advice from Professor Wagner in reference to proofreading/correcting was the suggestion to
read students’ papers backwards—that is, read the last sentence first, then the next-to-last, then the one
before that, and so on. While this was not a good method for understanding a student’s argument or
examining the structure of that argument, it was a good way to uncover what some in the field of
composition call “surface errors”—those mistakes of spelling and verb agreement and missing words that
can be overlooked or ignored when one is reading beginning to end and becoming engrossed in (or trying to
follow) the flow of the paper. “Reading backwards” allows a proofer/editor to examine each sentence
individually, divorced from context, and thus concentrate on typos and mistakes.
I don’t know how practical or possible it would be to read a novel manuscript backwards—but I might have
caught my own mistake if I had. I merely suggest this method to you as a tool that might come in handy after
you’ve read your story the right way through a few times, just to see if you can catch any elusive errors that
may have escaped your eagle eye and discerning taste for the reason I’ve mentioned above (being too caught
up in the narrative and letting your brain supply the correct language, even if it’s not there on the page).
Try this exercise. Here’s a passage from a recent op-ed piece written by Michael A. Cohen (not Donald
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Trump’s convicted lawyer—that’s Michael D. Cohen), which appeared in The Boston Globe on Tuesday, April
23, 2019, page A10). Can you spot the error therein?
“It is not an exaggeration to say that, during the 2016 campaign, the material interests of candidate Trump
and a foreign government that illegally interfered in the most scared of democratic acts—a presidential
election—were one and the same.”
Did you see it—and, if you did, was it on your first or second (or third, etc.) reading?
Somebody (either Cohen—who is not a dummy—or whoever “typeset” the piece) wrote scared when s/he
meant sacred.
It’s only a two-letter transposition; scared and sacred look very much alike, don’t they? So it’s an easy error
to introduce if you’re typing quickly, and an easier error to overlook if you’re proofreading cursorily (or even
carefully). Reporters are under tight deadlines when they write for daily newspapers (though columnists may
have more leisure with their material), so they can introduce unintended errors. However, if newspapers still
employed copy editors—or good copy editors—someone should have caught the mistake before it was
printed. (But, every other month or so, I’m always bringing you examples of errors in newspapers, so that
should tell you something. Maybe it tells you that one ought to get one’s news online—but I don’t even
bother to talk about the typos I find online because I find so many, even though correcting online text after
it’s put up is much easier than correcting something in print once it’s printed.)
So you gotta be careful. You gotta be diligent. Use your own pair of eyes and enlist others’.
Thank you and good day.
Respectively,
Anthony Ambrogio, anthonyambrogio@sbcglobal.net

[Yeah, I know; I did that to see if you were paying attention.]
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Authors for the June KGB Reading Series
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Ellen Datlow and Matthew Kressel, hosts of the Fantastic Fiction at KGB Reading Series, present two
readers for June.
The first reader is Chuck Wendig, the New York Times bestselling author of Star Wars: Aftermath, as well
as the Miriam Black thrillers, the Atlanta Burns books, Zer0es/Invasive, and Wanderers coming in July 2019.
He’s also written comics, games, film, and more. He was a finalist for the John W. Campbell Award for Best
New Writer, an alum of the Sundance Screenwriters Lab, and served as the cowriter of the Emmy-nominated
digital narrative Collapsus. He is also known for his popular blog, terribleminds.com, and books about
writing such as Damn Fine Story. He lives in Pennsylvania with his family.
Keith R.A. DeCandido, who is celebrating the 25th anniversary of his fiction writing career, will also be
reading that night. His media tie-in fiction—which earned him a Lifetime Achievement Award in
2009—covers 33 different universes, from ALIEN to ZORRO. His original work includes stories set in the
fictional cities of Cliff’s End and Super City, as well as the somewhat real locales of New York and Key West.
His 2019 novels include Mermaid Precinct, the latest in his fantasy police procedural series; Alien: Isolation,
based on the classic movie series; and A Furnace Sealed, launching a new urban-fantasy series taking place
in the Bronx, where Keith currently lives with assorted humans and felines.
The readings will be held Wednesday, June 19, 7 p.m., at the KGB Bar, 85 East 4th St. (just off 2nd Ave.,
upstairs), New York City. For more information, please go to http://www.kgbfantasticfiction.org.
Subscribe to the mailing list: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/kgbfantasticfiction/.
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Watchung’s Horror Watch
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Interpreted By
Naching T. Kassa

Greetings, HWA faithful, and welcome to the Horror Watch!
Watchung has decided to go on walkabout again. After the debacle involving Bronco Bob’s Burger Bar and
Theater Convention Center, he has decided to get in touch with his inner pumpkin. Never fear, he will return
in two months with horror goodies aplenty.
Watchung did leave us with one thing. Here is the trailer to IT: CHAPTER 2, coming to theaters on
September 6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqUopiAYdRg

As always, our favorite demonic pumpkin would like to remind you of two things. First, no entertainment, not
even video games, could exist without writers. And, second, if there’s horror news out there, Watchung is
watching!
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Frightful Fun
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Donna K. Fitch

I am very happy to introduce you to Matt Corley,
roleplaying game writer of Lamp’s Light Sanitarium and other
gaming books.

Donna: Tell us a little about yourself. How did you get started in game design? Did you read horror growing
up? Who were your favorite authors? Did any glowing meteorites land near your house?
Matt: I’m a pharmacist, single father of two amazing girls, and live in the Midwest. I started freelance
writing for Jiu Jitsu magazine about eight years ago and transitioned to writing for roleplaying games two
years ago.
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I started playing back in the ’80s when my older brother brought home the Dungeons and Dragons red box. I
played when I could, read voraciously, but as I got older, I grew away from the game. About four years ago a
friend asked if I knew anything about DnD, and that’s all it took to dive back in headfirst.
At the time I was a freelance writer for a national sports magazine, and with a lot of encouragement from my
girlfriend submitted a short scenario to Kobold Press for their Web site.
In E-mailing back and forth with them I mentioned that I was updating an adventure from an old book of
theirs, Tales of the Old Margreve, for my players and offered to send it them. One thing led to another, and
before I knew it my offer turned into a contract to update the entire book and come on board as the Lead
Designer for the project. It was an amazing experience, and just shows you never know what will happen if
you don’t ask.
That opportunity led to others and now I work regularly for Kobold Press, Petersen Games, publish my own
products, and do other projects as they come along. It’s been a wild ride, and after 18 months of working my
books are finally coming to press. Lamp’s Light released the first weekend of May, Tales of the Old Margreve
will be released in the next few weeks, and by end of summer Ghoul Island from Petersen Games will hit the
shelves, too.
I read a lot of fantasy and comics growing up. My dad is a huge horror fan, and occasionally, he’d get me to
read them, too. Stephen King, of course, Eyes of the Dragon and the first three Gunslinger books
immediately come to mind. He snuck in some August Derleth, which I didn’t realize until recently, too. As I
grew older my tastes changed and what I wanted to read did, too. I moved to science fiction (which I still
read occasionally), and finally settled on horror, mysteries, and thrillers. Weird and speculative fiction are
probably my favorites at the moment.
Some of my current favorites in no particular order are: Neil Gaiman, Charles de Lint, Brett Talley, A.
Lee Martinez, Daryl Gregory, Ruthanna Emrys, John Scalzi, Ramsey Campbell, Jeffrey Thomas, and
too many more to list.
These days I tend to pick up anything with any weird and/or speculative fiction I can find, especially from
smaller presses. There are so many good stories and authors out there now it’s hard to pick. And of course,
I’m always reading RPGs, usually DnD, Call of Cthulhu, Delta Green, or Trail of Cthulhu.
No glowing meteorites. At least not that I remember.
Donna: Your RPG module Lamp’s Light Sanitarium begins with a Lovecraft quotation: “The oldest and
strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown.” How
has Lovecraft influenced your writing?
Matt: His biggest influence on me is probably in the sandbox that he created, and then invited so many
others to play in. The mythos world has so many unexplored nooks and crannies that it’s a constant source of
inspiration, even without writing something that is “Lovecraftian.” It can be any setting, any era, and the
characters can be monstrous or human. There are so many interpretations, and the shifting perspectives in
books like the Ballad of Black Tom or Winter Tide adds a fascinating element to traditional Yog-Sothothery.
For Lamp’s Light, I focused on losing control over oneself, your environment, and the actions of others. In a
game setting, especially DnD, those are things that you typically have nearly complete control of. Taking that
away changes the dynamic a lot, and hopefully challenges the way the players view and enjoy the game.
I also explore the concept of long-term consequences, both physically and mentally, to the decisions that
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characters make. For Lovecraft, this generally meant going insane, but physical deterioration can be just as
unsettling, more so in some cases as your faculties are intact and you know exactly what’s happening.
Donna: Even reading the title alone of your scenario creeped me out. Lamp’s Light Sanitarium is an
evocative scenario sure to unnerve players as well as their characters. What inspired you to write on this
topic?
Matt: I love Call of Cthulhu, procedurals, and gothic horror. My friends don’t have the time to learn a new
game system so I used the rules they knew to introduce those elements in DnD. This led to the creation of
the sanity rules.
Sanity rules in hand, I needed an evocative location to introduce them. I had a few characters in mind, a very
rough background, and let it develop from there. Danvers State Hospital provided inspiration, but everything
really came together when I started to see the art I’d commissioned. The artists and the cartographer gave
me everything I needed. I just wrote the words to tell the story they’d already drawn.
Donna: Oh, yes, the artwork is quite evocative. The drawings contribute so much to conveying the feel of the
adventure. Lamp’s Light Sanitarium is stuffed full of adventure hooks, eerie locations, and NPCs to meet. Did
you playtest the scenario? If so, how did the players react to this rich setting?
Matt: It really depends on the person running the game, and the players’ buy-in. The feedback I’ve gotten so
far has been very good, and it’s shocking to many players because of how different it is from their normal
game. They aren’t in control any longer, and a few bad decisions (or bad luck) early on affects the game until
you retire your character. The other feedback I’ve gotten is that, if you play it like a regular DnD game, it’s
lethal. Which I take as a complement.
Donna: This scenario began life as a Kickstarter. I’ve read many horror stories (ahem) about the Kickstarter
process. How did it go for you? Any advice for other writers looking to crowdfund their work?
Matt: I wrote a detailed KS update on that very topic! Which you can find here:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/37222410/lamps-light-sanitarium-a-horror-sourcebook-for-5th/posts/23
94101
Long story, short: it’s not easy, and it’s not likely to make you a lot of money without a significant fan base.
Have a business plan, stick to it, and keep the lines of communication open with your backers. Million-dollar
campaigns fail all the time; go in with your eyes open, do your research, and don’t get caught up in the
excitement and accidentally overextend yourself.
Donna: What would be your dream project, if money and time were unlimited?
Matt: I want to fully develop the Lamp’s Light IP, and create a mythos-inspired world in the Gaslight era
using the DnD rules. Lamp’s Light is just the smallest piece of that story.
Donna: Although you discuss this in the introduction to the adventure, what is necessary for horror games
to work, from a design perspective? How do you evoke horror in players?
Matt: Everyone must be on the same page. Not every player wants to go through the work of creating a
character to then have that character be killed off and/or inexorably changed. Once that’s settled add longterm consequences, physical and mental, and let the dice fall where they may.
Don’t shy away from evocative settings, difficult choices, and shades of grey. Put the players in the situations
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where they can’t save the day, but maybe they can make it slightly less bad for someone else. It’s okay to
take the heroic out of heroic fantasy.
Donna: What is your personal favorite work, of all you’ve designed or published?
Matt: That’s super tough! I’ve learned and grow a lot in each project. The three books I have coming out
represent about two years of work and hundreds of thousands of words. I had 100% control and freedom
with Lamp’s Light, which makes it the most personal and intimate project I’ve ever done. It’s also the one I
keep coming back to, because I know there’s so much more there under the surface.
That said, Tales of the Old Margreve has an adventure that includes my daughters as central figures in the
plot. Which is kind of amazing.
And Ghoul Island is an epic story that Sandy Petersen and I put together. They’re all very different, and I’m
proud of them all, but I’d have to say Lamp’s Light. For now at least.
Donna: What are you playing right now?
Matt: I’ve been playing DnD every other Sunday for a few years now, and we’re going strong. I also get into
online games that I can fit into my schedule, mostly Call of Cthulhu and Delta Green. I hope to get into a
Monster of the Week and Fate of Cthulhu game soon. I’d love to play more often but it’s hard with my
schedule and workload.
Donna: What’s coming up for you? Do you have another adventure on the horizon?
Matt: Lamp’s Light Sanitarium: a horror sourcebook for 5e just hit DriveThruRPG and can be found here:
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/browse/pub/14738/Saturday-Morning-Scenarios It will be available as a PDF
and as print-on-demand.
Tales of the Old Margreve from Kobold Press will be released by the end of May.
Ghoul Island, a DnD adventure path taking players from 1st through 15th level, from Petersen Games is in
layout for a summer release. I’m also working on Petersen Games’s next two adventure paths: Yig Snake
Granddaddy and Dark World.
I just started a speculative fiction horror novella to shop next year.
Last but not least, is Harper’s Tale. On February 2, my daughter was diagnosed with leukemia. She’s doing
great now, and Friends of Kids with Cancer is one of the amazing organizations that have and continue to
support us in that fight.
Harper’s Tale is an adventure anthology for DnD that is based on an outline Harper and I wrote, and is being
brought to life by us and nine other amazing writers. The Kickstarter will be September, and all proceeds
will go to Friends of Kids with Cancer.
If anyone wants to keep up with me, the easiest way is on Twitter @matthewdcorley
Thank you so much for the interview, and I hope to chat again!

I appreciate Matt taking the time to answer my questions. Check out his exciting projects and if you’ve never
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played Dungeons and Dragons, you owe it to yourself to find a game and experience it for yourself.
****
Donna K. Fitch, MLS, is a long-time HWA affiliate member, Silver Hammer Award-winner, and HWA
Newsletter Web Editor and Designer.
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Voices {From the North}
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Michael Kamp
Best Danish Horror Award
I’m a cofounder of the Danish Horror Society.
In Denmark, horror has for many years been considered a YA genre at best, and a genre for children at
worst. Obviously, there are many great YA horror stories and some very good scary books for children, but
some of us are writing for adults.
It had been a source of frustration for years. Hardcore adult horror titles were placed in the children’s
section of the libraries, and they were invisible out in the stores. Only blockbuster names were taken
seriously.
A colleague sent out a hardcore splatterpunk-ish serial killer novel featuring graphic mutilations. Sure
enough, he found it in the children’s section of the library.
Something had to be done.
Nine of us Danish horror writers got together in 2011 and founded the Danish Horror Society—a group
working for the recognition of horror as an adult genre with the same merits as any other literature.
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To heighten the visibility of horror aimed at adults we decided to give out the Best Danish Horror Award
every year.
It’s basically our version of the Bram Stoker Awards®, except we only give out one, and it needs to be to a
publication aimed at adults and by a Dane.
The very first year the award went to Alt det hun ville ønske hun ikke vidste, which was later translated into
Finale. It was turned into a movie years later and is currently winning awards all across the global movie
festivals.
Trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjVYe_q-i68
I won the award in 2015 for the novel Samlerne (The Collectors). Sadly, no movie adaptation for me.
http://www.fromthefrozennorth.com/best-danish-horror-of-the-year.html
Which brings me to 2019.
Crime fiction reigns supreme in Denmark, and the Danish Horror Society has joined forces with our sisterorganization for crime fiction and participates in the yearly “Crime Con” in the old jail in Horsens, the
biggest genre festival in Denmark.
The award is handed out on the central stage, and we just
claimed the first female winner: Anne-Marie Vedsø
Olsen, who won this year’s award with the novel Lucie.

Lucie is an immortal cannibal who has been wandering the Earth for 1000 years. The novel begins at
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Copenhell, a Danish heavy metal festival, where Lucie lures a metal head into her tent and eats him whole.
From here we follow her quest to discover her own origin and the meaning of her existence.
I’ll let the jury explain the win in these two snippets:
The jury finds that Lucie is an impressive and thoroughly researched tale that grabs the reader’s attention
from start to finish. Anne-Marie Vedsø Olesen mixes superstition, religion, Nordic myths and gods,
Christianity, history, fear, and thrilling adventure into a scary, weird, and wild experience about present-day
narcissism and materialism.
[…]
The addition of gross cannibalism, getting high on mushrooms, talking birds, and heavy metal only heightens
the experience. Lucie is a well-written book that throws convention to the side and blasts a new path for the
genre, and for that it is a worthy winner of this year’s horror award.
Anne-Marie Vedsø Olsen has been a writer since 2000
and published 10 novels alongside other titles. She is
currently living in an actual castle: Vallø Castle. She has
been awarded grants by The Danish Arts Council’s
Committee for Literature and The National Art Foundation.

English
There’s no word on when or if we’ll see a translation to English.
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It’s a Strange, Strange World
By HWAWeb | June 2019

JG Faherty

Parasites of the Imagination
Parasites.
Just the very word is enough to send shivers up more than a few spines, including my own.
Parasites are pretty much the definition of “ick.” They live on us, suck our blood, eat our dead skin, infect
our organs, and have a terrible propensity for emerging at inopportune times (is there ever an opportune
time?) from various body orifices.
Nobody wants a parasite.
Of course, some are much worse than others. I’m pretty sure no one ever said, “That tapeworm in my butt
isn’t so bad.” Or “At least those amoeba on my contact lenses didn’t make me go blind.”
Parasites suck. Literally.
But as bad as they are for humans, they’re worse for animals. Check out this entry from ListVerse about the
Tongue-Eating Louse.
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“The tongue-eating louse—Cymothoa exigua—is one of the most disgusting parasites known to man. The
louse enters its host (a fish) through the gills. Several male lice enter the fish at once and then one of these
will develop into a female. The female will then travel to the host’s mouth where it attaches to the base of the
tongue. The organ’s blood supply is cut off, causing it to die and detach.
“Now the parasite acts as the fish’s tongue by binding to the remaining muscle. It feeds off the host’s blood
and also algae and mucus that it collects in its mouth. And what about the other lice? Well, they remain in
the fish’s gill chamber and may occasionally leave their new home to mate with the female. The host fish is
able to live with the parasite for years and apart from the obvious damage to the tongue, it remains relatively
unharmed. The tongue-eating louse is the only known parasite that replaces an organ of its host.”
Read that last line again (after you finish choking on some vomit). “The only known parasite that replaces an
organ of its host.”
Only known.
There’s a lot we don’t know.
And here’s where the imagination of a writer can play havoc on a good night’s sleep.
Imagine if there are other parasites out there capable of replacing an organ. We know of other kinds of
parasites that can take over brains (in ants, for example), and there are all sorts of worms, bacteria, viruses,
and fungi that can affect brain and nervous function, the chemical activities of the body, and even hormones
and electrical impulses in muscles.
How hard is it to imagine something that can grow from a single cell to a multi-cellular organ? After all,
cancer often replaces organs and the cells produce all sorts of weird chemicals to disrupt the body. (In fact, I
have a short story in my PC right now about just that very thing!)
Or, how about some freaky cousin of the tongue louse that can take over any organ it attaches to?
It seems god-awful, but remember, the tongue-louse doesn’t really harm its host. That fish lives for years
(although its French-kissing days are over, and food never tastes good again). What if giant lice could be
bred to mimic various organs? And thus replace an organ that’s in failure?
Instead of bionics, we’d have biotics.
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How would people handle having a liver or kidney or pancreas replaced by a giant arthropod? Could you do
it? All it wants in return is some of your blood, after all. Well, maybe a lot of it, since it would have to be
pretty big.
Does the future of human longevity lie in the mouth of a fish?
Let’s hope we never have to find out!
Until next time … stay weird!
———————————
Stay informed on all my demented ramblings … http://www.facebook.com/jgfaherty, jgfahertyblog.blogspot.com, and http://www.twitter.com/jgfaherty.
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In The Spooklight
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Michael Arruda
In the interest of full disclosure, I am not a fan of Jason. Nor am I a fan of Freddy.
So, if you absolutely love the NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET series and/or the FRIDAY THE 13TH series,
you’re probably not going to enjoy this review. I know, there’s a generation of fans who swear by these
movies, who believe that the FRIDAY THE 13TH movies are the best thing since sliced bodies. Er, bread.
I’m not of that generation.
See, back in the day, when the slasher film was just getting started, I saw John Carpenter‘s HALLOWEEN
(1978) and loved it, so much so, that even though each successive film in the series was inferior, I enjoyed
most of them and they pretty much were all guilty pleasures. So, when it comes to loving films that really
aren’t that good, I get it.
Anyway, I also saw the original FRIDAY THE 13TH (1980) and immediately thought it was a pretty inferior
rip-off of HALLOWEEN, but being a horror fan, I wasn’t ready to quit on the series. However, after suffering
through a couple more FRIDAY films, I said enough is enough.
Now, I enjoyed the original A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET (1984) very much, and for a while watched and
enjoyed the sequels, and I found Freddy Krueger to be a pretty cool character. However, over the years with
subsequent viewing, I’ve found that the NIGHTMARE films really haven’t aged all that well.
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Which brings us to the subject of today’s “In The Spooklight” column,
FREDDY VS. JASON, that epic battle of titans, a bout to rival
FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLFMAN (1943), KING KONG VS.
GODZILLA (1962), and Ali vs. Frazier.

Well, not really.
How about ALIEN VS. PREDATOR (2004) or BATMAN V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF JUSTICE (2016)?
Getting warmer.
Needless to say, I didn’t rush out to the theater in 2003 to see FREDDY VS. JASON. And in subsequent years
I never had any interest in seeing it.
Until now.
I thought, heck, you’re a horror fan; let’s give these guys a chance.
So, I did.
Did the years of waiting erase my disdain for the FRIDAY THE 13TH series? Was all forgotten when after
finishing this one, I found it refreshing and fun?
Nope.
Not even close.
The plot here, if you want to call it that, centers around Freddy (Robert Englund) realizing that in order to
restore his power and escape from Hell, where he’s been imprisoned since the last NIGHTMARE movie, he
needs dead bodies, so he resurrects Jason Voorhees (Ken Kirzinger) to kill unsuspecting teenagers for him.
For the life of me, I don’t understand why Freddy can’t do this on his own. I mean, he’s Freddy Krueger, for
crying out loud!
The bulk of the film involves Jason killing teenagers, in between ridiculously boring conversations among
these teenagers as they discuss their fear of Freddy Krueger, who attempts unsuccessfully to enter the world
of dreams to murder teens himself. Since his return is a big fail, he retreats, once more allowing Jason to
have all the fun. Eventually, Freddy makes it back just in time to realize that … there’s not enough room for
two leading supernatural maniacs in the same movie, and so they decide to battle each other.
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Yawn.
Yeah, I know, there’re more specifics here, and other characters with names in the film, but the problem I
have with this movie and others in both series, especially FRIDAY THE 13th, is they make little sense and
worse, they’re not in the least realistic. In short, without any of the action seeming believable, it becomes an
excuse to kill teens in creative and supposedly humorous ways. Which just bores the hell out of me. No pun
intended.
I know there are some folks who like this sort of thing.
I’m not one of them.
All I can say is I’m grateful horror movies have taken another direction in recent years, with compelling
believable scripts and talented directors at the helm. People like to bash horror movies, but really, since the
mid-2000s, there have been a lot—a lot—of quality horror movies released both to theaters and to streaming
services.
But FREDDY VS. JASON is not one of them.
Was there anything at all that I liked about this film?
Yeah. I liked it when it ended.
With that said, let’s end this column as well.
I know FRIDAY THE 13TH movies have their fans, and I’ve listened to some of these fans in person explain to
me why these films are so good, and I respect the opinion of these folks—but for me, well, I respectfully
disagree.
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HWA Market Report #285
By HWAWeb | June 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
The Dark—See Web site.
Guidelines for Fiction: “The Dark is an online magazine published monthly. We are seeking fiction
2000–6000 words.”
“What we publish:”
“Horror”
“Dark Fantasy”
“Don’t be afraid to experiment or to deviate from the ordinary; be different—try us with fiction that may fall
out of ‘regular’ categories. However, it is also important to understand that despite the name, The Dark is
not a market for graphic, violent horror.”
“We will not consider multiple submissions. Submit once and wait for a response before sending anything
else. There is no wait period after a rejection. We will not consider simultaneous submissions.”
Reprints: “Please submit your story with the word REPRINT in the header of your submission E-mails, like
so: SUBMISSION: [STORY TITLE] (REPRINT). Only stories from established print markets, including
magazines, short story collections, and anthologies, from the past two years, which would cover January
2017 onwards, will be considered.”
Payment: “We pay 6¢/word for original fiction up to 6000 words on publication for first world rights; and
1¢/word for reprint fiction up to 6000 words on publication for nonexclusive reprint rights.”
Response Times: “Response times will vary depending on volume, but may average twenty-four hours (or
less!). Query after one week (include title and date submitted). Please do not respond to rejection letters, for
any reason, otherwise, and please, do not use mail filtering services that require sign-up permissions, or your
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submission will be deleted unread.”
Artwork: “Submit an inquiry along with samples (preferably a link to an online gallery). We purchase preexisting pieces of art and rarely commission original art for covers.”
Submission Procedures: “All submissions should follow proper manuscript format. Submissions should be Emailed to [E-mail address below]. Please attach all submissions in .DOC or .RTF format—we will not accept
submissions embedded in the body of E-mail. Include your bio in your cover letter.”
[E-mail: Submissions: submissions@thedarkmagazine.com; http://thedarkmagazine.com/].
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Welcome to the HWA!
By HWAWeb | June 2019

James Chambers
The HWA extends a warm welcome to the following new and returning members who have joined in the past
month. For any questions about membership, please contact membership@horror.org.

David R Slayton
Supporting
author@davidrslayton.com
Elaine Buckner
Supporting
Lanie.Buck@gmail.com
Ryan Kisner
Supporting
ryankisner19@gmail.com
Christian Sager
Supporting
christian.sager@gmail.com
Seán O’Connor
Affiliate
soconnor85@gmail.com
Michael Walton
Supporting
thewaltons@roadrunner.com
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R.R. Smith
Affiliate
rrsmithauthor@gmail.com
Justin Holley
Affiliate
jholley03@yahoo.com
Angela Sylvaine
Affiliate
angelasylvaine@gmail.com
Scarlett Algee
Supporting
scarlett@journalstone.com
S.C. Bellamy
Supporting
scbellamybooks@gmail.com
Drew Turney
Active
drew.a.turney@gmail.com
Jon Dempsey
Academic
j.dempsey@brookes.ac.uk
Valerie Weich
Supporting
valweich@att.net
Vonnie Winslow Crist
Active
vonniewinslowcrist@vonniewinslowcrist.com
Michael Clark
Supporting
michael@michaelclarkbooks.com
Michael Bubrick
Supporting
mbubrick@gmail.com
Ron Riekki
Associate
ronriekki@hotmail.com
S.A. Harris
Supporting
salharris1@hotmail.co.uk
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Paul Taegal
Affiliate
paultaegel@mac.com
Peter O’Keefe
Active
okpete@aol.com
Matt Corley
Active
matthewdcorley@yahoo.com
Paul Allih
Affiliate
paulall1313@gmail.com
Henry Gasko
Affiliate
henry.gasko@gmail.com
Caroline Flarity
Affiliate
carolineflarity@icloud.com
Matt Serafini
Active
mattfini79@gmail.com
Patrick Moody
Supporting
patmoody2@gmail.com
Mark Sheldon
Affiliate
mark.sheldon1221@gmail.com
Alison Hill
Affiliate
serenmedia@gmail.com
Kevin Kennel
Supporting
klkennel@hotmail.com
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Advertisements
By HWAWeb | June 2019
The Bedwetter

Our newsletter goes out to all members who have elected to receive it.
Display Ad 300 x 400px ($15)
Banner Ad 650 x 100 ($20)
Full Page Ad 650px wide x any height ($45)
Format may be .png, .jpg, or .gif.
Resolution for web: 72dpi, RGB color mode.
Purchase Ad
After purchase, please contact Kathryn Ptacek, newsletter editor, with ad and receipt.
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